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Introduction 

A number of years ago, I was teaching courses 
at the Team Danmark Olympic training center 
when one of our students asked if we could 
evaluate one of his athletes, a professional 
soccer player. This player had a lingering 
injury that was preventing him from getting 
back onto the field. 

We went to work. He had ongoing left 
ankle pain that he rated a 7 out of 10 when 
running. He’d lived with this pain for over six 
months and had exhausted all of the training 
and therapy approaches available with little 
progress. He was unable to train or play, 
and as he was a key starter, the team was 
suffering.

When we started running him through our 
assessments, it quickly became apparent 
that his major issue had nothing to do with 
his ankle!

Three months prior to his ankle pain 
starting, he had suffered a concussion. This 
concussion created a small problem in his 
vestibular system (aka the inner ear, which 
we will talk about later in this book). Because 
the main job of the vestibular system is to 
keep us safe and stable as we deal with 
gravity, it creates a tremendous amount of 
reflexive muscular activity throughout the 

body. When it is not working well, you can 
see widespread problems.  

Once we were able to identify this underlying 
issue, we did a series of very specific exercises 
for his inner ear involving eye, head, and 
neck movements, and his pain dropped 
immediately. Seeing this, I knew we were on 
the right track. Over the course of two hours, 
his pain was completely resolved, and he was 
back on the field playing the following week.

There are many reasons that I remember 
this particular event so vividly, but one of 
the primary reasons is the complete look 
of disbelief in his eyes when he went for 
his first pain-free jog after a series of head 
movements. He came back from his jog and 
asked, “Is this magic?”

I smiled at him and went with one of my 
favorite lines, “No, it’s science!”
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Did You Bring 
Your Brain with You? 
There are many words to describe what I do. 
Coach, instructor, pain modulator, teacher, 
trainer, etc. But when I explain what I do to 
others, I tell them, “I play with brains.” 

This can be a bit confusing for clients who 
come to me looking for solutions to physical 
problems. While physical movement and the 
body are central to my work, they aren’t my 
core focus. Whether I’m helping elite athletes 
improve their performance, assisting autistic 
children with movement, or helping people 
suffering from pain, my approach always starts 
with the brain. 

Neurological training is the foundation of health
and fitness — even if most trainers don’t 
realize it. It’s the core of Z-Health’s philosophy, 
which spans all forms of training, health, and 
fitness. When I started Z-Health over two 
decades ago, our brain-focused approach 

caused plenty of raised eyebrows. But today, 
as strides in research have begun to uncover 
the mysteries of the brain, the fundamentals 
of neuroscience have become a key tool for 
anyone in the business of movement. 

You Are Your Brain
Everything you have ever felt or done in 
your life was due to brain function. At the 
most basic level, the intricate firing rates and 
patterns of your brain both determine who 
you have been, and more importantly, who 
you will become. All human change represents 
changes in that individual’s nervous system. 
All that we are is brain-derived.

Or, more simply put, “You are your brain.” 
Your entire existence, everything you experience 
— sights, sounds, touch, smells, tastes, etc. — 
is merely electrical firing occurring inside your 
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head. The whole human experience boils down 
to which neurons are firing, when, and how often. 
That’s it. That’s your life — electrical activity. 

But the most important part of this idea for 
our purposes lies in two words: human change. 
Contrary to popular belief, our brains don’t stop 
developing after a certain age. We’re constantly 
learning, adapting, growing, and changing 
throughout our entire lives. We develop new 
neurons, forge new neural pathways, and make 
new connections, every day. 

This continuous neural change is called neuro-
plasticity, though in my business, we call it 
the science of hope. Because if you are always 
changing, then you can always get better. It 
doesn’t matter how old you are or what’s hap-
pened in your past. You’re not done growing yet. 
So many people have been told, “This is just the 
way you are” or “That’s as good as you’re ever 

gonna get.” But neuroplasticity tells us that we 
can get better. 

That hope is the foundation for this book and the 
Z-Health philosophy. We focus on scientifically-
designed systems of exercise and applied 
neurology to target the human brain, and 
therefore, human performance. And because 
you are your brain, the truth is you’re always 
practicing neurology. It’s just whether you’re 
doing it on purpose or not.  

I put together this short book to give you a 
primer of the tools and knowledge you can 
start using to assess and train the brain, 
thereby creating positive results in the body. 

Everything your clients want to be better at, 
everything they want to improve, everything 
they dislike about themselves — the secrets to 
all of these lie in the brain. 

What’s to Come
This book presents a crash course in the 
basics of neurology and the nervous system 
and how these systems impact movement. 
Of course, we can’t cover all the nuances and 
details of the brain in one book. But even a 
fundamental neuroanatomy education will 
help you start to shift your perspective from 
a biomechanical one to a neurolological one.

Throughout the book, I’ll provide essential 
drills and exercises you can apply to test 
the material. With a better understanding of 
the brain and its operations, you’ll start to 
learn how to assess problems and elevate 
performance to help your clients be the best 
version of themselves. 

CHAPTER 1



Neurology 101
The Four Critical Functions of Your Nervous System

In 1906, the Nobel Prize in Medicine was awarded 
to a Spaniard named Santiago Ramón y Cajal, 
the father of the Neuron Doctrine. Cajal’s theory 
posited that the nervous system was not one, 
physically continuous system, but rather a net-
work of billions of individual, unconnected cells 
(later named neurons) that communicated 
through electrical synapses to accomplish dif-
ferent functions.

The Neuron Doctrine is now universally accepted 
as the foundational truth of the nervous system.
Billions of neurons communicate across electri-
cal systems, laying the groundwork for any 
task in the human body. This complex and 
elaborate communication system must work 
in total synchronization for us to simply lift 
our arm or take a step forward. 

With such an elaborate system (the human 
brain alone contains upwards of 86 billion neu-
rons), scientists can spend their entire lives 
researching synaptic connections and still 
come no closer to uncovering all its mysteries.

As a result, neurology is considered a 
forbidding field, too complex to understand. 
But in actuality, the nervous system is practical 
and orderly. Once you understand its basic 
anatomy and organizational principles, you’ll 
be able to unlock its practical applications for 
improving movement, pain, and performance.  

Neurofundamentals 7
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The Nervous System
Despite its complexity, the nervous system is 
organized in a very orderly way. There are two 
main divisions: The Central Nervous System 
(CNS) and the Peripheral Nervous System (PNS).

 

The Central Nervous System consists of 
your brain, which receives and processes 
information, and the spinal cord, which 
conducts signals to and from the brain. 

The Peripheral Nervous System is a little 
more complex, consisting of sensory neurons 
and motor neurons, often clustered together in 
ganglia. 

The Two Brains
Looking specifically at the brain, we can break 
down this complex organ into two parts: The 
First Brain (Old Brain) and the Second Brain 
(New Brain).  

The First Brain is considered the non-reasoning 
brain. Its primary concern is keeping you safe 
from threats. It’s the gatekeeper for all the 
information that will eventually flow upward 
to the Second Brain, and it is comprised of 
the anatomical structures found deep inside 
and toward the posterior section of the brain, 
including:

 �The Brainstem
 �The Superior and Inferior Colliculi
 �The Amygdala
 �The Hippocampus
 �The Thalamus
 �The Limbic Structures

NEW BRAIN
Conscious Thought
Memory
Language
Creativity
Decision Making
Movement
Conscious Sensation
Vision

OLD BRAIN
Brainstem (Mesencephalon, 
Pons, Medulla)
Superior and Inferior Colliculi
Amygdala
Hippocampus
Thalamus
Limbic Structures
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The Second Brain is home to the majority 
of the qualities that make us human and 
distinguish us from other, non-higher-thinking 
organisms. The Second Brain controls diverse 
functions like: 

 �Conscious Thought
 �Memory
 �Language
 �Creativity
 �Decision Making 
 �Movement
 �Consciousness

While we may think that our Second Brain is 
in charge, the truth is that human function is a 
partner-ship, an ongoing dance between the 
two brains that is influenced by environmental 
context clues and high-priority brain drives, or 
survival-based actions. 

Fundamentally, it’s important to remember 
that the First Brain’s job is survival and safety, 
so it’s far less concerned with conscious, 
higher thinking. The main job of the Second 
Brain, therefore, is to inhibit the First Brain. 
The ability of the Second Brain to override the 
First is what allows us to function in normal 
societal contexts and work constructively and 
creatively.  

The Nervous System Loop 
Now that we have the basic building blocks 
of the nervous system and brain in place, we 
can look at how they function as a closed-loop 
system to establish our reality.  

The Nervous System breaks down into four 
simple stages: Input, Interpretation, Decision, 
and Output. 

First, the system receives sensory input or 
afferent information from a wide network 
of receptors placed all over your body, 
from your eyes to your joints and muscles, 
ears, nose, tongue, etc. Afferent information 
includes sensations like light, heat, odors, 
texture, and more. That information is sent 
from your receptors into the nervous system 
and up to your brain. 

Once it reaches the brain, afferent  
information is integrated or interpreted in 
a way we can understand it. Our brain then 
uses this information to make decisions 
about what to do next. Finally, we create 
actions or motor output based on the 
decision that was made. 
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And that’s the nervous system in a nutshell. 
We collect input. Interpret it. Make a decision 
regarding it. And then act upon it. 

I’ll keep coming back to these four ideas over 
and over throughout this book. But let’s take 
a moment to dig into each one a bit more.  

Input
From a very young age, we know that life 
is all about collecting sensory input. All day 
long, we’re touching things, tasting, smelling, 
listening, and, most importantly, seeing. 
These are the senses through which we 
experience the world.
 
But input includes much more than our five 
basic physical senses. 

What about emotions and thoughts? 
Or blood pressure and temperature?

In general, there are three categories of inputs:
exteroception, interoception, and 
proprioception. 

Exteroception 
Exteroception refers to input we receive from 
our external environment. This information is 
collected by our five basic senses: sight, sound, 
smell, touch, and taste. 

Now, there are obvious reasons these senses 
are important, but these senses also have 
vital applications when it comes to improving 
movement. Even a small complication with 
one of our senses can point to a number of 
problems that might come up with your clients, 
from appetite control to severe neurological 
disorders. 

Let’s look at one example. Alzheimer’s, a leading
neurodegenerative disorder, degenerates parts
of the brain that connect to the olfactory senses. 
They’ve done studies where patients sniffed 
a jar of peanut butter that was 30 centimeters 
away from them with only one nostril open. As 
they started moving the jar closer, healthy 
patients could start to smell the peanut butter 
at about 17 centimeters away with each nostril. 

But folks with Alzheimer’s could only smell 
it at 17 centimeters with one nostril — the 
other nostril couldn’t smell it until it reached 
five centimeters. In most patients, the left 
nostril was more affected, and it’s been 
shown that the left cortex of the brain tends 
to be more greatly impacted by Alzheimer’s 
than the right.1 

On the surface, a loss of smell might seem 
harmless, but it can be key to identifying 
and working with larger issues. That’s why 
exteroception is often our first line of assessment 
when meeting a new client. 

1 Stamps JJ, Bartoshuk LM, Heilman KM. A brief olfactory test 
for Alzheimer’s disease. 2013. J Neurol Sci. 333 (1-2):19-24. 
doi: 10.1016/j.jns.2013.06.033.
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Interoception
Beyond our external environment, we also 
receive input from our internal environment. 
Interoception includes an awareness of bodily 
sensations and feelings, like heart rate, 
respiration, visceral function and temperature. 

For this kind of input, we look to the insular 
cortex in our brain, one of the primary spots 
for attaching emotions to body sensations. 
Empathy and emotional control are also linked 
here, as are the primary deter-minants for the 
intensity and chronicity of pain. All important 
things when working with a client, right?

Another thing that comes into play in this 
system is a sense of body ownership. 
Another thing that comes into play in this 
system is a sense of body ownership. 
When there’s a conflict between how your 
brain perceives your body globally, and the 
incoming signals from peripheral systems, it 
will often alter behavior to make these two 
match. This is especially important in cases 
of extreme weight loss or other sudden 
body alterations. This is especially important 
in cases of extreme weight loss or other 
sudden body alterations.

Proprioception  
Finally, proprioception refers to your sense 
of self (proprio = self). This encompasses 
your awareness of limb and body position 
as well as your relation to space and time. 
Proprioception is all about where you are in 
the world. 

Where are your body parts compared to your 
other body parts? 
Where is your body in relation to your physical 
surroundings?
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Feeding into this system are a number of 
different types of receptors and sensors, 
including: 

Mechanoreceptors
Sensors that respond to mechanical forces 
created during movement. 

Baroreceptors
Sensors that measure pressure. 

Thermoreceptors
Sensors that measure temperature. 

Chemoreceptors
Sensors that measure chemicals, both 
those created inside your body and those 
introduced to you externally. 

Electromagnetic receptors
Sensors that measure electrical and magnetic 
fields. 

Nociceptors
Sensors that respond to potential harm to 
your tissues. 

Sometimes, you may see nociceptors referred 
to as pain receptors, but this is not an 
accurate term. Pain is not an input. In fact, 
it is an output, a perception created by your 
brain after interpreting certain input. 
Nociception refers to the sensory input about 
potential damage to tissue, and it is one of 
the things your brain considers when trying 
to decide whether or not you need an output 
of pain. 

Together, all of these sensors feed into your 
brain’s proprioceptive maps and system.  

Integration
The next two parts of the sensory network 
happen inside your brain, starting with 
integration - the initial stage of interpreting 
input.  

Integration is a learned skill. We aren’t born 
knowing how to put together all these dif-
ferent types of sensory information. The more 
we practice, the more trial and error we expe-
rience, the better we are at integration.

As children, we have to learn that things like 
fire or a stove are hot. It takes touching the 
hot item and registering the pain for us to 
understand what that sensation is. We quickly 
learn not to touch the stove again, and we 
are able to integrate this kind of information 
much faster in the future. 

There are a few different areas of the brain 
that integrate information.

Occipital lobe
This is your visual cortex, located in the back 
of your brain. The images collected by your 
eyes are sent here to be processed. 

Parietal lobe
This area of the brain is for spatial processing 
and selective attention. Inside this lobe is a 
strip of the brain called the somatosensory 
cortex, or body sensation cortex, which 
tells you where your body parts are. It also 
helps you determine where other things are 
in space and helps you select what is worth 
paying attention to in your environment, 
and what is unimportant and can be tuned 
out, like background noise. 
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Temporal lobe
This is where olfaction is located as well as 
auditory processing. It also contains long-term 
memory structures. While the parietal lobe 
tells you where things are, the temporal lobe 
interprets what things are. It identifies stimuli 
and com-pares them to other memories to help 
you understand what you are experiencing. 

Cerebellum
This means “little brain,” and while it only takes 
up about 10% of your brain’s total volume, the 
cerebellum houses around 80% of your neurons. 
There’s quite a lot going on in this part of your 
brain, but we’ll boil it down to movement. Your 
cerebellum is responsible for the accuracy of 
movement, coordination, and balance. A lot 
of integration happens here. Visual, vestibular, 
olfactory, and auditory information go into the 

cerebellum, are combined, and then passed on in 
a simplified form to the rest of the brain. 

Brain Stem
The bottom-most parts of the brain are the 
brain stem and limbic system. The brain stem 
is responsible for the autonomic nervous 
system, or the internal functions that happen 
subconsciously. 
This includes blood pressure, respiration, 
heart rate, sweating, and more. It’s also home 
to all the command centers for your viscera, 
or internal organs. All of the nerves in your 
body run through the stem to different parts 
of your body, such as your organs, your eyes, 
your mouth, face, ears, etc. 



Frontal lobe
Finally, the frontal lobe is at the very front 
of your brain and controls cognition and 
executive function. It’s the control center 
for attention and decision making, but its 
main job is to inhibit. It works to prevent 
you from acting on instinct and tamps down 
your reflexes to keep you focused on what’s 
really important. It also controls voluntary 
movement through the primary motor cortex, 
which has fibers that run down the spinal cord 
to make muscles contract. 

Decision
All the aforementioned areas of the brain are 
constantly at work, receiving information and 
integrating it. But then we have to interpret 
the information and make a decision about how 
to act on it. 

The Limbic Area of your First Brain, where 
your amygdala lives, spends the day asking 
one very important question: Is it safe?

Is your internal environment safe? What 
about your external environment? Is this 
action I want to perform safe? Is it safe to 
move? The First Brain evaluates all incoming 
inputs and, within twelve thousandths of a 
second, determines if the stimuli are safe or 
not safe, if there’s a threat or no threat.

As you can imagine, that’s a quick judgment 
made from crude data, so other areas of the 
brain will eventually step in to make more 
informed decisions about what’s going on. 
The Prefrontal Cortex in your Second Brain 
brings in that higher-ordered reasoning, 
and, as mentioned earlier, works to inhibit 
the First Brain when necessary to make a 
more logical decision. It takes more time and 
uses more detailed information, but we can 
override our initial reactions once more data 
is processed. 

Still, it’s important to remember that every 
part of our brain is working for our survival. 
Performance is secondary — it’s all about 
staying alive right now. Your brain isn’t all that 
interested in living to 80 years old. The brain 
wants you to live right now. So its instinct is to 
make decisions based on, “What will get me 
through to the next second?” Our protective 
reflexes kick in to help us survive to the next 
second, and the next. 

Our brain is helped in its assessment of 
threat by pattern recognition, which is 
simply our ability to predict things. Pattern 
refers to certain neurons firing at a certain 
time or frequency. Recognition occurs when 
we encounter that pattern of activation and 
remember it from before. We are able to 
compare the current pattern to a memory 
and then predict what will happen next. 

When the brain is unable to remember or 
recognize certain patterns, it can create problems 
that manifest in movement. But we can take 
athletes through drills and exercises to help 
expose them to relevant patterns of activation 
and speed up the decision-making process. 

Outputs
So we’ve determined that the brain’s first job 
is survival. Its second job is movement, or 
output. 

As you study neurology more deeply, you’ll 
start to realize that the only reason you have 
a brain is for movement. A quote I enjoy is 
from Dr. Daniel Wolpert, a medical doctor 
and professor of neurology at Columbia 
University, who says:  

Neurofundamentals14
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“We have a brain for one reason and one 
reason only -- that’s to produce adaptable 
and complex movements. Movement is the 
only way we have affecting the world around 
us… I believe that to understand movement 
is to understand the whole brain. And 
therefore it’s important to remember when 
you are studying memory, cognition, sensory 
processing, they’re there for a reason, and 
that reason is action.”  

In simpler terms, your brain always wants 
to move. Things that don’t move, usually 
don’t have brains. One extreme example of 
this that Dr. Wolpert mentions in his talk is 
the sea squirt. These tiny creatures live at 
the bottom of the ocean and have a very 
rudimentary brain and spinal cord, and an 
organ for sensing light. They spend much of 
their lives searching for a nice, comfortable 
spot to settle into. At a certain point, they 
affix themselves to a coral reef, and within 
15 seconds of settling in, eat their own 
brain. The creature doesn’t need it anymore 
because it’s not going anywhere. Brains are 
expensive, they cost energy, so if you aren’t 
moving, get rid of it. 

While that’s an extreme example, humans 
aren’t too different. We tend to move around 
a lot when we’re younger, and then we 
find a nice, comfortable rut to settle into 
and start to move less and less. As a result 
of decreased movement, certain neurons 
and pathways can begin to lose optimal 
function via a process called transneuronal 
degeneration. 

Your brain, like pretty much every other tissue 
in your body, follows the simple rule of “use it 
or lose it.” 

And since most of your brain is dedicated to 
movement, you need to move to drive the rest 
of the loop.
I move, I get sensory input and interpretation, 
and then I move again and the cycle starts over. 

Output control has two primary components: 
Voluntary Motor Activity and Reflexive 
Stability.

Voluntary movement is controlled by the 
contralateral (opposite) cortical hemis-
phere, meaning the left side of your body 
is controlled by the right hemisphere of the 
brain and vice versa. Approximately 10% of 
the total output of the cortical hemisphere is 
dedicated to voluntary movement. 

The other 90% of output is dedicated to creating 
reflexive stability ipsilaterally (meaning same 
side) by activating a portion of the First Brain 
called the PMRF (pontomedullary reticular 
formation.)
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The PMRF area is responsible for controlling 
posture, setting muscle tone, inhibiting 
sympathetic tone, and inhibiting pain.  

And remember that the functions of the 
nervous system we’ve discussed form a loop: 
I move, I get sensory input, I interpret and 
decide, I move again, and the cycle starts 
over.   

Why is this loop important? 
The ultimate output of your client’s nervous 
system (whether that’s pain, immobility, 
or elite performance) is the sum total of 
everything else in this loop. Most health and 

fitness training systems focus primarily on 
output, the final end stage of the loop. But 
in a neuro-centric approach, we must be 
experts in assessing and training all portions 
of the loop. 

The first step is becoming an Input expert. 
Your clients are going to come to you with 
a desire to improve some sort of movement 
goal. They want to move without pain or be 
stronger, faster, run farther, etc. Brain-based 
practitioners recognize that many of the 
problems preventing clients from excelling 
begin as input problems. 
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But there are myriad types of inputs that can 
create issues, and very few educational models 
offer deep insight into all the possible inputs. 

That’s a lot of input that could potentially 
be interpreted as a threat. And the more 
concerned your brain is with survival, the 
more likely you are to have outputs that 
prevent you from reaching your goals. 
Your brain will not let you be strong if it doesn’t 
think it’s safe to be so. If you go to lift something 
heavy, and your brain starts to think you might 
tear something, it will shut the movement 
down. If you move too quickly, and the brain 
thinks you might fall over, it will slow you down. 

Sometimes, protective outputs are healthy. 
If you touch your hand to a hot iron and have 
an output of pain, it alerts you to a problem 
and teaches you not to touch the hot iron 
again. But other times, these protective 
outputs can get in the way of performance. 

The key becomes training your brain to 
better recognize patterns and make accurate 
predictions to determine whether an action 
is safe or not.   

This is what you’re truly up against — your 
client’s brain. And every client’s reactions 
and outputs are different. The brain might 
turn up fatigue but downplay pain in one 
client, or it might make another client dizzy 
and nauseous. It depends on the individual’s 
history, what that person is good at, or what’s 
gotten results in the past. 

If that sounds intimidating, remember, your 
job is simply to help train your client’s brain to 
be an expert at accurately determining threat. 
So when we look at movement training, 
it’s about asking clients to move differently 
than they normally move. It’s about stepping 
outside their comfort zone and activating 
areas of the brain that are under-stimulated, 
exposing them to new patterns and helping 
them change their perceptions of threat to 
reach their goals. 

With increased threat, the brain is more 
likely to produce negative outputs, such as 
pain, fatigue, inflexibility, dizziness, poor 
movement, poor balance, migraines, and 
more. Ultimately, these are all protective 
outputs intended to make the threat stop 
and keep you alive. 
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Take a look at the image: 

 �What do you see? 
 �A rabbit? 
 �A duck? 
 �If you take a moment to adjust your per-
ception, can you pick out both images?

SUMMARY
 �The nervous system can be broken 
down into our Central Nervous System 
(the brain and spinal cord) and the Pe-
ripheral Nervous System (sensory and 
motor neurons). 

 �The brain is split into the First (Old) 
Brain, which is instinctual and primarily 
concerned with keeping you safe from 
threats, and the Second (New) Brain, 
which controls higher-order thinking, 
creativity, and logical decision making.  

 �The Nervous System functions as a loop 
with four stages: Input, Integration, Deci-
sion, and Output.  

 �There are three categories of Input: Ex-
teroception (input we receive from our 
external environment), Interoception 
(input from our internal environment), 
and Proprioception (our sense of self in 
space).  

 �Input from all three systems is integrated 
in different parts of the brain. 

 �The Decision and Output stages are 
concerned with survival. The brain first 
needs to know if the input is safe. Perfor-
mance is secondary.  

 �Pattern Recognition is our brain’s ability 
to recognize a pattern of activation and 
make an accurate prediction about what 
will happen next. 

This is called a bistable image. It is legitimately 
both a rabbit and a duck. For most of us, a 
visual input like this is a fun brain teaser. 
But when you show these types of images to 
people with complex regional pain syndrome 
(CRPS) we find that 73% of them report an 
increase in their pain and other symptoms. 
For 13% of that group, it’s such an unbearable 
increase that they have to look away.2 They 
can’t take it, because the image interferes 
with their brain’s ability to recognize patterns. 

2 Hall J, Harrison S, Cohen H, McCabe C, Harris N, Blake D. Pain 
and other symptoms of CRPS can be increased by ambiguous 
visual stimuli--an exploratory study. 2011. Eur J Pain15(1):17-22. 
doi: 10.1016/j.ejpain.2010.04.009.
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CHAPTER 2

Minimal 
Effective Dose 
Achieving the Best Results with the Least 
Amount of Work

The last time you were prescribed any kind of 
medication, it probably came with very specific 
instructions for consumption. Something like, 
“Take two pills every six hours.”

Dosage is incredibly important in the world 
of medicine. Too small a dose may not have 
the desired effect while too large a dose can 
be overpowering and potentially lethal. 

When doctors and drug manufacturers set 
dosages, they are typically shooting for the 
minimal effective dose — the least amount 
of a drug that a person needs in order to 
achieve the desired result. If you take too 
much, you might overdose, if you don’t take 
enough, you might not feel anything at all. 

The problem is, in the medical world, minimal 
effective dose is often based off a reference 
human being and may not be accurate to your 
body or history. And some of the variables, 
like gender, weight, and medical history, that 
make you different from the average person 
matter, especially in medical dosing. 

Applying Minimal Effective Dose to 
Physical Therapy
The same principle applies to physical therapy 
and performance coaching. As coaches, we 
must be precise with the drills, exercises, 
and practices we use with our clients. And we 
must also take into consideration the highly-
individualized histories of each client who 
walks in the door.  

Hundreds of thousands of exercisers injure 
themselves each year. For the majority of 
those injuries, I’d wager that it wasn’t that the 
movements were bad per say, it’s that they 
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weren’t prescribed to those exercisers in the 
right amounts. 

Most trainers know that it’s important to tailor 
things like weight and force to clients with 
different backgrounds and strength levels. 
But the same principle applies to even 
simple drills. If you give the same amount 
of a breathing exercise to two clients, one 
might improve while the other might have a 
negative response. 

We see this over and over again in the research. 
One study called “Dose–Response Matters!”3 
looked at inter-individual heterogeneity, or 
the response of different people to exercise. 
They gave all the subjects the same exercises, 
and at the end, categorized subjects into 
four groups: Super Responders, Normal 
Responders, Non-Responders, and Negative 
Responders.

3 Herold F, Müller P, Gronwald T, Müller, NG. Dose–Response 
Matters! – A Perspective on the Exercise Prescription in Exer-
cise–Cognition Research. 2019. Frontiers in Psychology 10: 
2338. https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2019.02338

What these groups tell us is that people re-
spond differently to exercise. “Well, duh!” you 
might be thinking. But, incredibly, it took years 
for researchers to take an interest in that fact. 
In fact, the conclusion reports, “Individualiza-
tion (personalizing) is an emerging approach 
aiming at maximizing the efficiency of an inter-
vention by accounting for the interindividual 
heterogeneity in the response to acute 
physical exercises and/or physical training.”

Read that again. In 2019, they called individua-
lization an “emerging approach.” Researchers 
have only just begun to study the ways bodies 
can respond differently to exercise. 

Another study looked at variability in muscle 
size and strength gain after unilateral resi-
stance training.4 They took 585 people and 
had them do strength training for their biceps 
and triceps. They measured hypertrophy and 

4 Hubal M, Gordish-Dressman H, Thompson PD, Price TB. Vari-
ability in muscle size and strength gain after unilateral resis-
tance training. 2005. Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise 
37(6):964-72 DOI: 10.1249/01.mss.0000170469.90461.5f
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muscle mass before and after the study to 
determine if subjects built muscle. They also 
looked at one-rep max, or the maximum 
amount of weight you can lift one time, and 
maximum voluntary contraction, or isometric 
strength, which is how much force you can 
produce without movement. 

Over the course of the 12-week study, they 
found that 10 people were super responders, 
showing as much as 40%–59% increase 
in muscle mass, while 232 were normal 
responders in the middle of the curve, 
showing a 15%–25% increase. At the other 
extreme from the super responders, though, 
were the 36 non-responders who gained as 
little as 5% or even lost muscle mass.

At first glance, this seems counterintuitive. 
The whole point of hypertrophy training is 
to gain muscle, so how could some people 
actually lose it? But if we go back to the 

threat response, it makes perfect sense 
why you might lose muscle from doing an 
exercise that isn’t right for you. If your brain 
doesn’t feel safe doing the exercise, if you 
don’t have the skill or the angles are new, 
your brain might feel threatened and release 
a hormonal response, such as an increase 
in cortisol. Cortisol eats muscle tissue, 
breaking it down so it can be converted into 
carbohydrates for fuel.

Researchers also saw differences when they 
looked at isometric strength. 60 subjects 
gained 40%–149% isometric strength; 119 
sub-jects gained 15%–25% isometric strength; 
and 102 subjects gained as little as 5% or lost 
up to 32% of their isometric strength. 

Now, if you saw these reports and experienced 
different people getting different results from 
the same program, what might your takeaway 
be? That everyone is different, right?
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But that’s now how some reviewers 
interpreted the data. In fact, instead of finding 
fault with the exercise dose, one review said, 
“…the fact that all 585 subjects followed 
the same standardized training program 
suggests that changes in muscle size and 
strength are due to genetic differences.” 

The people in the non-responder and negative 
responder groups were labeled genetically 
incapable of responding to exercise. Instead 
of examining whether the exercises were 
right for the subjects, the takeaway was that 
something was wrong with them. 

Imagine the dangerous message this sends 
to those people who responded poorly to 
the exercise. Instead of fixing the dose of 
exercise, researchers wrote them off as a lost 

cause. “You’ll never be able to do this. You’re 
just not built this way.” If I said that to a client, 
it would mean I’m terrible at my job. 

My job is to take non-responders and turn 
them into responders. And take those nor-
mal responders and turn them into super 
responders. Remember neuroplasticity? We 
all have the capacity to change and improve. 

Individualization
Another very common study that’s cited is 
called “Individual Responses to Combined 
Endurance and Strength Training in Older 
Adults.”5 In this study, researchers had one 
group doing strength training, one group 
doing cardio work, and a third group doing 
programs that included both. They studied 
175 people for 21 weeks, measuring their peak 
oxygen uptake and their maximum voluntary 
contraction, or isometric strength, for their 
quads. 

5 Karavirta L, Häkkinen K, Kauhanen A, Arija-Blázquez A, Sillan-
pää E, Rinkinen N, Häkkinen A. Individual responses to com-
bined endurance and strength training in older adults. 2011. 
Med Sci Sports Exerc. 43(3):484-90. DOI: 10.1249/MSS.0b013e-
3181f1bf0d. PMID: 20689460. 
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Again, they saw a variety of results. Some 
people improved their oxygen uptake by 42%
while others decreased by 8%. For isometric 
strength, some people improved by 87% 
while others got 12% weaker doing the same 
program.  

Now, in this study, they did try to individualize 
the aerobic exercise. They monitored heart 
rate and other metrics to try to personalize 
the interval training, but even with their 
attempts at individualization, mixed results, 
prompting them to conclude that when 
it comes to personalizing exercise, “the 
problem seems to be more complex.”  

There must be factors researchers are not 
considering, otherwise we wouldn’t have 
these drastically different results. What this 
tells me is that it’s not enough to track the 
outputs and call it a day. We can’t only look at 
changes in one-rep max or isometric strength 

and believe that we know everything about 
how a person responds to exercise. 

We have to factor in all stages of the nervous 
system loop. We have to look at all potential 
input, integration, and decision-making pro-
blems, and how they could be impacting the 
success of an exercise dose. 

Determining Minimal Effective Dose
When I work with someone to determine 
minimal effective dose, I weigh the amount of 
stressor and the resulting benefits to find the 
perfect balance. 

On the graph below, you’ll see that the x-axis 
represents the amount of stressor. Any 
stimulus I introduce to an athlete is a form of 
stress, whether it’s a movement drill, a visual 
drill, a vestibular drill, even the way I’m talking 
to them or how I put my hands on them. It’s a 
stimulus, which is some kind of stress. 
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On the y-axis is the benefit. Some stimuli 
can produce minimal benefits, as seen in the 
black part of the graph, but it’s not enough to 
notice or benefit from yet. The green area is 
the sweet spot, where I’ve introduced a low 
amount stimulus and we’re actually getting 
the results we want. 

But at a certain point, I may start to see 
dimi-nishing returns. I may still be seeing a 
positive benefit, but I had to do extra work 
to get there, introducing more stimulus that 
I didn’t have to. Every extra bit of work that 
you do has a cost, whether it’s an energy cost, 
time cost, or even financial cost. If I can get 
the same result with less work, that’s what I 
want to do. That’s the minimal effective dose. 

Finally, at a certain point, you may end up in 
the red area, which is a harmful dose that 
may result in injury or pain. But really, any 
time you learn the wrong thing from your 
training or it steers your progress in the 
wrong direction — you’re becoming weaker 
when you wanted to be stronger or slower 
when you wanted to be faster — you can 
consider that to be a harmful dose. A harmful 
doesn’t have to mean something broke or 
tore, it just means that you’re moving away 
from your goal, whatever that may be. 

My job as a coach is to keep my clients in the 
sweet spot as long and as often as possible. 

But in order to get there, there are certain 
variables I have to assess to ensure you don’t 
fall into any of the black or red areas. 

Fuel and Activation
Any time I introduce a stressor to a client, 
I know it’s going to activate that nervous 
system loop. The input, whether it’s in the 
form of an external stimulus or internal 
sensation, will light up a certain part of the 
brain and trigger some kind of reaction. 

So before I start introducing any kind of drills, 
exercise, or movement to a client, I need to 
first consider fuel and activation.

Your brain is an energy hog. It uses up 25% 
of your calories. For children, it’s even more, 
sometimes up to 43%. 

Plasticity costs fuel. You only get to activate 
the brain if you have the fuel supply to 
support it. If you’re not making a long-term 
change, it might be because your fuel supply 
can’t actually support it. If your fuel supply 
is compromised in any way, you may not be 
able to handle much activation. 

Neurons in the brain get their energy from 
aerobic respiration, a process that uses oxygen 
to make ATP from carbohydrates. When you 
have a problem with your ability to take in or 
use oxygen or if you’re not getting enough 
sugars or aren’t able to metabolize the sugars 
in your diet, this compromised fuel supply can 
limit your brain’s capacity to function optimally.  

One in ten American adults has diabetes, and 
one in three has prediabetes, which means 
an overwhelming majority of adults have 
problems with their glucose supply.6 Then, 
most people I meet don’t know how to breathe 
properly. That’s why respiratory training and 
nutrition are vital to performance, and why 

6 CDC. National Diabetes Statistics Report, 2020.
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I look to fuel supply as a critical support 
mechanism for specific activation work. 
Indeed, for some of my clients, their actual 
exercise regimen is a breathing drill, sip 
some soda, movement drill. Breathing drill, 
sip some soda, visual drill, breathing drill, sip 
some soda, vestibular drill, repeat. I want to 
be sure they have the fuel they need before 
every activation. 

Additionally, since energy in the brain is 
created primarily via aerobic respiration, 
what type of traditional exercise do you think 
could help improve the brain’s fuel supply?  
Aerobic exercise. This type of exercise has 
fallen out of fashion the past few years in 
favor of high-intensity, short interval drills, 
but the long, steady-state work can be 
incredibly valuable for the brain. 

The University of Buffalo proved as much 
with a randomized study on the acute phase 
of sports-related concussions.7 They worked 
with 100 adolescents, ages 12 to 18, in the 
acute stages of concus-sion and had them 
either do a stretching routine or aerobic 
exercise on treadmills and bikes.

In a post-study press release, the lead author 
of the study described the positive results 
for the aerobic exercise group thusly: “This 
research provides the strongest evidence 
yet that a prescribed, individualized aerobic 
exercise program that keeps the heart rate 
below the point where symptoms worsen 
is the best way to treat concussion in 
adolescents.”

Adolescents typically have some of the 
slowest recovery times from concussion, 
but those researchers found that aerobic 
exercise was incredibly effective at speeding 
up recovery. But it wasn’t just general 
aerobic exercise. They specifically mention 
individualized aerobic exercise. They put 
subjects on a treadmill or bike and pushed 
them to the point where they started to have 
symptoms; they then reduced the intensity to 
80% of that and had them work from there. 

When I’m trying to create change in the brain, 
one of the most important factors for neural 
plasticity is the intensity of activation. To get 
the brain to change quicker or to get the 
changes to last longer, I need intensity. 

The doctors in this study pushed the adole-
scents to the point where they had symptoms, 
like pain, headaches, and nausea, and then 
they trained just short of that. That’s what I 
need to do with my clients. How much can we 
push you without pushing you over the edge 
into a negative dose? 

So the next natural question is, how do I acti-
vate different parts of the brain to achieve 
that minimal effective dose? 

The Brain’s Basic Feeding Pattern
When we look at the way the brain processes 
input, we can sum it up pretty simply: sensory 
information is processed (integrated and 
interpreted) in the back of the brain and our 
responses (decisions) are created in the front. 
This is the brain’s basic feeding pattern. 

Knowing the direction of processing in the 
brain allows us to be more precise when we 
want to activate certain parts of the brain. 

7 Leddy JJ, Haider MN, Ellis MJ, et al. “Early Subthreshold Aero-
bic Exercise for Sport-Related Concussion: A Randomized Clin-
ical Trial.” 2019. JAMA Pediatr. 173(4):319–325. doi:10.1001/
jamapediatrics.2018.4397
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The brain works like a string of Christmas 
lights. Remember the days when you had 
a long string of Christmas lights, and if one 
bulb went out at one end, all the bulbs after 
it would also go out? You could try everything 
to get those bulbs to turn back on, but they 
wouldn’t turn on until you replaced the one 
bulb at the end. 

The brain works the same way. Decisions and re-
sponses generated in the front part of the brain 
depend on the accuracy of the tasks happening 
in the back of the brain. Many times, improving a 
motor issue in the front of the brain will require 
training areas in the back of the brain first. 

So the first thing I do when I meet a client 
is pick a handful of assessments that test 
the back and bottom of the brain. If you 
remember from the previous chapter, 80% 
of your neurons live in the back and bottom, 
so I’m very interested in what happens there. 

Frontal lobe problems often disappear when 
you address issues in the back and bottom of 
the brain — I see it all the time. Sometimes I 
might support the frontal lobe with additional 
exercises, but until we solve the problems in 
the back, those results typically won’t last.  
This is especially valuable when it comes to 
movement. Take a look at the green strip 
of brain labeled S1 in the graphic to the left. 
That’s your body sensation cortex (primary 
sensory cortex). It lives immediately behind 
the red strip labeled M1, which stands, which 
stands for motor cortex. 

One of the basic concepts of movement is that 
your senses feed your movement. Represented 
in the brain, your sensory cortex (S1) feeds 
forward to your motor cortex (M1). Which 
means we can activate the movement part 
of the brain by creating a sensory input, even 
before we move. This helps your brain know 
where your body is now, so it can calculate 
how to get your body where you want it to go. 
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This might mean a light touch on the back of 
the hand before finger movement drills, or 
applying firm pressure to the chest before 
a thoracic mobility exercise. It might mean 
activating the olfactory senses with certain 
smells before a balance training drill. The 
more we learn about where different systems 
live in the brain, the more accurately we can 
target them.   

Placement and Intensity 
Impact Activation
Another important truth about the brain is that  
things that are next to each other activate each 
other. 

When you activate a neuron in one part of the 
brain, you not only direct blood and oxygen to 
that area, you also bring electrical activity for 
its neighbors to enjoy through the major or 
minor connections they share. And even if you 
completely sever the connection between two 
neurons, they can still activate each other via 
electrical fields. 

Knowing this can be incredibly useful. If I’m 
trying to understand what’s creating your 
pain, or what’s holding you back from being 
as athletic as you want to be, or what’s 
causing you to be forgetful, I know which 
area of the brain to target. And I might be 
able to activate it directly, or I may get at it by 
activating everything that lives around it. 

Maybe the area I want to activate has been 
injured by a vascular event or through 
disuse. It can’t handle direct activation, and it 
may respond with a protective threat output 
instead. 

In this case, if we can’t target that area of the 
brain directly, we’ll look to strengthen the 
area next to it. We might activate the things 
that live around it to create a louder signal 
and get at the target indirectly. 

Intensity of activation also helps create new 
and strengthen old connections. If we go 
back to our touching a hot stove example, it 
hurts a lot and right away, so it doesn’t take 
35 more tries to learn that touching a hot 
stove is a bad idea, right? No, you learned 
pretty quickly that, “Hot stuff sucks. Don’t 
touch it anymore.” And that was that. 

The intensity of the experience solidified 
the message. You can use the same theory 
to learn anything faster — creating extra 
intensity of activation spurs increased 
retention speed. 

Practical Examples
Knowing the brain’s pathways becomes an 
incredibly valuable tool in personalizing trai-
ning. One of my favorite stories to illustrate 
this was shared by Mike, our Director of 
Education. He was working with a client who 
was dealing with diastasis recti, which is what 
happens when your abs split. You mostly 
see this occur in pregnant women; their 
stomachs get so big, they split their abs. This 
man, however, had such intense coughing 
attacks that he ripped his abs from coughing.

He had already been through physical therapy 
and had been cleared for exercise, but he 
was still struggling when he came to Mike  
for help. The first thing he did was ask him 
to lie on his back and do a sit-up. It probably 
isn’t the first thing we would do with clients 
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presenting with new diastasis recti, but as he 
had already been through physical therapy, 
Mike wanted to assess what his current level 
of performance was.
 
He couldn’t even do a single crunch. He couldn’t 
get his shoulders off the floor. 

When Mike saw that, he started thin-king 
about the primary pathways that fire down 
to the musculature around your spine and 
impact your core muscles. One of those 
pathways comes from the vestibular system. 
Your inner ear helps sense gravity, which can 
help you understand what to do with your 
muscles. 

So Mike had the client start doing some 
vestibular exercises. He placed headphones 
on him that can activate the inner ear with 
vibration, and he asked him to walk in a 
figure eight pattern around two cones he had 
placed on the floor. Once he finished, Mike 
had him come back and lie on the ground to 
try his sit-up again, but nothing happened. 

He was disappointed, but then he remembered 
that this man was an athlete, a baseball 
player. 

Instead of having him walk through that 
figure eight, he had him sprint through the 
figure eight. When he was done, he came 
back and was able to do a full sit-up. He went 
from not being able to even do a crunch to 
completing a full sit-up just by understanding 
some of those pathways and increasing the 
intensity of activation. The drill worked by 
targeting a related system, but it didn’t work 
until they increased the intensity. 

Of course, Mike didn’t leave it at that. He 
knew that the client’s therapy progression 
was plateaued because he was still coughing 
a lot. Mike gave him some different nutri-
tional guidelines to help with his coughing 
and acid reflux. 

Later, after making progress for several months 
with the vestibular drills and dietary changes 
with  recommended, the client began to plateau 
and decided to schedule a follow-up session. 
This time, they worked on the sphincters in his 
throat and addressed some of the cognitive 
areas of the brain that deal with swallowing and 
the reflexive pathways that trigger coughing. 

The next day, the client texted to say, “Presses, 
squats, and pull-ups felt much more fluid 
and even this morning. Also saw some 
improvements with dinner last night after 
doing some of the drills beforehand. Will keep 
you updated. Thanks again for the help.” 

The exercises he mentioned — presses, 
squats, and pull-ups — seemingly had 
nothing to do with his abs or the throat and 
swallowing exercises. 

So why did they improve? 

It’s simple: the brain areas that deal with 
your throat sphincters, diaphragm, and pelvic 
floor,are areas that deal specifically with 
bilateral coordination. Your brain has to 
activate both sides of your throat at the same 
time in order for you to swallow. The same 
goes for both sides of the diaphragm and the 
pelvic floor.  
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Bilateral coordination is also crucial to, you 
guessed it, overhead pressing, pull-ups, and 
squats. The trainer was giving him drills to 
activate certain areas in the brain, and all of his 
bilateral coordination improved as a result. 

By now, you should be starting to understand 
how the brain and nervous system impact 
everything you do. No matter how many times I 
witness it, the brain’s connections still amaze me. 

But again, it takes time and study to under-
stand how to properly find and monitor a 
client’s minimal effective dose. We’ll discuss 
what questions to ask and how to track 
progress in the next chapter.
 
SUMMARY

 �Minimal effective dose = the least amount 
of something that a person needs in order 
to achieve a desired result.  

 �Individualization is vital to determining 
minimal effective dose. We are always 
searching for the sweet spot where the 
lowest possible stressor meets highest 
possible benefit. 

 � The most important variables to assess 
in exercise are:
• Fuel: Does the body have the fuel it 

needs to support activity?
• Activation: Which parts of the brain 

are stimulated, when, and how much? 

 �The brain’s basic feeding pattern is bot-
tom to top and back to front.

 �Things that are next to each other acti-
vate each other.    

FUEL EXERCISES
Diaphragm Stretch #1
When we look at increasing oxygen and providing 
more fuel to your brain for any given exercise, 
we can start by stretching the diaphragm. In 
this stretch, the focus is on pushing the exhale 
to expand your thoracic cavity and stretch the 
tendons and muscles in the diaphragm. 

1) Start the client lying on the ground on their 
back, with knees bent and feet flat on the 
floor. Have them do a strong posterior pelvic 
tilt, flexing their lumbar spine and tilting 
their hips towards the chest. Hold that flexed 
position throughout the exercise. 
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2) As they inhale deeply through the nose, 
they should raise their arms above their 
head, creating a narrow V-shape on the floor. 
They may need additional support if their 
arms can’t comfortably reach the floor behind 
them. 

3) Push the air out through an open mouth 
and throat with a long, hard exhalation. They 
should be making some kind of wheezing 
noise as they use their throat muscles to 
exhale toward the end. 

When they think they’ve finished, see if 
they can continue to push air through their 
throat. Encourage them to exhale for as long 
as is physically possible, then pause, then 
see if they can push more air out. Aim for an 
exhalation that lasts for 10–15 seconds. 

4) Repeat this exercise two more times, then 
reassess. 

Note It’s normal for clients to make strange 
sounds or cough at the end of this exercise. 
The key question is if they felt a stretching 
sensation in their lumbar spine. If they didn’t, 
they should should try adding a little more 
pelvic tilt and lumbar flexion on the next 
repetition in order to stretch the low back 
farther. 

It’s also important to start this drill at 
30% intensity to prevent muscle strain or 
cramping in the intercostal muscles.  
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Thoracic Mobility
1) Begin the client standing with feet shoulder 
width apart and knees slightly bent to create 
stability. Have them bring their fingertips up 
to touch the middle of their chest. 

2) Have the client take a deep breath in 
through the nose. Then, as they exhale 
through the mouth, have them curve their 
shoulders inward into thoracic flexion. It 
is okay for the head to drop forward to 
accompany the movement. 

3) As they inhale again, they should bring the 
head back up, pull the shoulders back, and go 
into thoracic extension, straightening their 
chest into a normal position. Be mindful not 
to push the body forward too much, causing 
your lower back to arch. Instead, keep the 
movement tightly focused on the thoracic 
spine. 

Have them repeat this movement in 
coordination with their breathing for three 
more reps, then have them relax and re-
assess.  

2

3

1



CHAPTER 3

Assessing and 
Re-assessing
Always Be Tracking
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It’s a fantastic feeling when a client walks in my 
door, and I’m able to understand what’s going on 
with them right away. When I can give them a drill 
that immediately solves the problem, we both 
walk away happy and satisfied. Unfortunately, 
that’s not always how it works. More often than 
not, we have to go through some trial and error 
to find the right combination of drills that yields 
a desired and lasting result.

Which is why, before we go any further into the 
brain, we have to talk about tracking progress. 
I know many trainers who go through multiple 
exercises and drills in a single session and 
neglect to re-assess how their client is 
progressing until the end of the hour-long 
session. The problem with this approach is 
that the trainer has no way of knowing which 
of the many drills they did during that training 
session helped and which ones hurt. 

Instead, we should assess and re-assess each 
individual drill to determine whether it helped 
or hurt, whether it produced a positive output 
or a negative one. 

I follow an Assess/Re-assess Protocol with 
every client, every drill, and every movement 
that includes the following stages: Assess, 
Train, Re-assess, Repeat. 



Assess
When someone walks in the door and 
describes the problem they’re having, they 
don’t typically give you very much information. 

You’ll probably hear things like, “I’m expe-
riencing pain in my left knee.” Or, “I’m not 
able to lift as much weight as I’d like.” Or, “My 
recovery from this injury is moving too slowly.”  

These statements only tell us where the 
client wants to go; they don’t necessarily 
provide the context we need to figure out the 
problems holding them back.  

We know that a negative output, like pain or 
weakness, means there’s a problem some-
where in the earlier stages stages of the 
nervous system loop. They may be receiving 
mixed input signals. They may be having trouble 
integrating information. Or their decision stage 
and pattern recognition may be compromised. 
It’s your job to figure out what the weak link is. 

Of course, this is easier said than done. 
Without access to an MRI machine, I can’t 
know with 100% certainty what’s going 
on inside your brain — and even currently 
available technology has severe limitations. 
If I want to assess how well your brain is 
integrating information and making decisions, 
I can only look at the input that goes into it and 
the reactions that come out. 

This is where our understanding of the 
different types of input and the areas of the 
brain that process them comes into play. 
By focusing on input, I’m able to assess 
a combination of things like movement, 
pressure, temperature, vision, heart rate, 
etc., in order to discover the root problem.

For example, let’s say a baseball pitcher comes 
to you and says, “I’m not throwing the ball as 
accurately or as hard as I want to.” 

You might start by looking at his vision. If 
something is off with his visual system, it could 
affect how accurately he throws, so you might 
explore vision drills to test accuracy and clarity. 

But the problem could also be tactile. The pitcher 
may be unable to accurately feel where the ball 
is in his hand if he has a median or ulnar nerve 
issue. If it’s not quite sure what’s going on, his 
brain may limit his power and force him to 
move more slowly as a safety precaution rather 
than allowing him to act recklessly on fuzzy and 
incomplete information regarding the ball’s 
location. 

You can turn to the interoceptive system as 
well and look at his breathing. If you want 
to throw hard, you have to breathe hard. 
So maybe this pitcher lacks throwing power 
because he lacks breathing power. It might 
be as simple as teaching him how to breathe 
better and enhancing his stamina and 
respiratory strength. 

Or perhaps his issue is proprioceptive and 
relates to his awareness of the angles and 
positioning of his joints. When the pitcher 
winds up, his brain may have trouble 
understanding where his arm has gone. Or 
during the process of the throw, the changing 
angle of the arm may confuse the brain, 
resulting in slower movements or even pain 
to get the confusion to stop. 

When you start learning someone’s history, 
you begin to understand the assessments 
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you need to conduct and the adjustments 
you need to make. Sometimes the fixes are 
quick, a simple exercise to help reconnect 
your body with your brain. Other times you’re 
undoing years of bad habits to make new 
pathways stick. But you can’t find a solution 
without first understanding the problem. 

So, the first thing to determine before any 
exercise, drill, or practice is your assessment 
guidelines. 

In this stage, you’ll choose single test or a 
range of tests to measure performance in 
key related areas. You might have them do 
a balance test, a flexibility test, or a range of 
motion test. You might also use a pain scale: 
“Rate how this exercise feels on a scale of one 
to ten.” Pain is a protective output and can 
tell us a lot about how the brain is processing 
input. 

If you’re not sure what to measure, ask the 
client about their goals. What do they care 
about? What do they want to be better at? 
How can you measure their progress towards 
that goal? Qualitatively or quantitatively,  
however you can monitor it, put a simple 
test in place. It’s the only way to ensure that 
you’re actually doing right by your client. 

Make sure that these tests are easy to 
measure and track and that your client can 
repeat them over and over again without 
too much strain. Record the initial results 
of these tests so you can refer back to 
your baseline measurements and track any 
potential progress or regression. 

Train
Once you have a working hypothesis around 
your client’s root problem, it’s time to have 
them try a few targeted drills and exercises. 
There are three questions you should always 
be able to answer when running a client 
through any exercise. 

1) Where is the activation going? 
Every rep, every drill, every movement you 
give a client, every time you put your hands 
on them, every word you say to them, it all 
affects the brain in some way. The activation 
is going somewhere — do you know where? 
What part of the brain is receiving that 
activation? That’s question number one. 

2) Are you turning that part of the brain 
up or down? 
Based on how your client moves, you can 
activate things or inhibit them. Which are you 
doing? Are you trying a higher activation to 
increase sensory input, or are you taking a 
movement and scaling it back? 

3) Does the brain appreciate what you’re 
doing? This may be the most important 
question. Are they getting better or worse? 
The brain will let you know pretty quickly 
which one it is. Remember how long it takes 
for the brain to determine whether or not 
something is safe? Twelve thousandths of a 
second. You don’t have to wait 18 weeks to 
find out if something is working. You don’t 
even need to wait until the end of your 
training session. You can check right away 
to see if an exercise changed their brain in a 
positive way. 
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In addition to re-assessing immediately after 
the drill, there are also key indicators to look 
for while the client is performing the exercise.
 
I like to keep it simple and use the SEA test 
(Speed, Endurance, and Accuracy).

How fast are they moving? Are they starting 
and stopping on time? How’s their endurance? 
Do they have the stamina for the exercises 
they’re doing? Three repetitions of an exercise 
is easy, but what about ten? Does the quality 
drop with higher reps? Finally, how accurate 
are their movements? Many of the exercises 
we run through require absolute precision. If 
they aren’t hitting their target within a certain 
range, I want to know.

I also want to look out for any potential threat 
reactions. How is their brain answering the 
question, “Is it safe?” Can I see that their 
perception of threat has gone up or down?  
Have they gotten calmer, or is their brain 
hitting the panic button? 

This could mean looking at sympathetic respon-
ses, like changes in pulse, blood pressure, or 
blood pressure, respi-ratory rate, blink rate, 
or pupil size. If I have a client move their eyes 
to the right and their heart rate is steady, 
and then they move their eyes to the left 
and their pulse jumps up by 15 beats, I know 
something is wrong. 

I also look for involuntary reactions to threat, 
like the startle reflex. This is a brainstem-level 
reflex that responds instinctively to threat.  

The primary muscular characteristics of this 
reflex are increased flexion and adduction.

This is where you’ll see the body move into 
a protective posture, curling into the fetal 
po-sition, clenching the jaw, and ducking 
the head. These are all indicators that the 
brain’s perception of threat has increased. 
When I see someone performing a drill with a 
clenched jaw, or wide eyes, or a tucked chin, 
those are all early indicators to me that we’re 
moving in the wrong direction and potentially 
putting the client at risk of injury. 

Re-assess
Once the drill is complete, it’s time to go back 
to that initial assessment test and try it again. 
Did your client improve or regress? What key 
indicators did you test before that you can 
look at again? 

Check in with the brain and ask, “Did you 
create weakness to protect yourself? Did 
you slow the body down to protect it? Did 
you limit flexibility to protect the joints and 
muscles?”
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As I mentioned earlier, re-assessment should 
occur after every drill, not just the end of 
a full training session. In fact, I believe re-
assessment should occur any time you 
make even a small change to an exercise, 
like performing a drill on the left side of 
the body and then repeating it on the right. 
The different effects you observe after they 
perform the drill on one side versus the other 
can give you a wealth of information.   

Remember, your job is to determine if the  
input is moving the client toward their ultimate 
output goal, whether that’s speed, endurance, 
strength, or no pain. That’s why having an 
accurate assessment you can continuously 
measure against is so important. If I don’t 
know what I’m measuring, I won’t have any 
idea whether the work I’m putting the client 
through is helping or not.

Repeat
Now let’s run it back. Repeat the above Asses-
sment/Re-assessment Protocol as many 
times as it takes. 

How long you perform this cycle can vary. I’ve 
had people do one rep of a drill and never 
have to do it again. The problem is gone. I 
once had a woman who came to me because 
she couldn’t put her jacket on herself because 
her arm hurt too much. We did a couple of 
foot drills, and she was able to put her jacket 
on and that was it. 

That’s not always the case, though. At a mini-
mum, I usually look for results that last for a 
couple of hours. Anything that lasts for less 
than an hour means we keep trying. Maybe 
we’ll bolster the fuel supply or fiddle with the 
intensity of the activation. Maybe we’ll look at 
the actions the client performs in their day-to-
day life to see if they may be undoing the training. 
Or maybe we’ll look at their input systems to 
determine if their progress is being hindered by 
the information their body is receiving. 

It can take time, but in the end, a positive 
result is well worth the effort. 

If monitoring and tracking progress is a new 
concept for you, try it on yourself first. What 
do you care about as an individual, and how 
can you start monitoring yourself? Maybe 
you care about good dental hygiene. Start 
tracking the days you floss your teeth or the 
progress of your teeth-whitening system. 

Or maybe you want to reduce the amount of 
time you waste at work. Start tracking the time 
you spend sending emails, drinking coffee, 
staring into space. 

Continuous monitoring can be a challenging 
habit to develop, but it’s one of the most 
important tools we have to determine 
positive change. Until you get used to 
tracking, you’ll be completely in the dark 
about whether your work is effective or not. 
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SUMMARY
 �Assess: Begin by testing a client on sever-
al key indicators, such as flexibility, range 
of motion, strength, or pain. Write down 
their initial response.  

 �Train: When selecting drills, ask yourself 
three questions: 

• Where is the activation going?
• Are you turning that part of the 

brain up or down? 
• Does the brain appreciate what 

you’re doing?  

 �Re-assess: Run your client through the 
same initial assessment tests to track 
progress or regression.  

 �Repeat: Continuously adjust exercises 
and re-assess progress until you achieve 
results that last several of hours.  

Remember that chart from earlier in the book of 
all the potential types of input we process in a day?



CHAPTER 4

Neural 
Hierarchy
The Brain’s Processing Priorities 
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One important truth is that not all input is 
treated equally. The brain has developed a 
hierarchy for its senses, with certain types of 
input taking priority over others. This hierarchy 
becomes especially apparent when it comes to 
movement. 

Remember, movement is reliant on pattern 
recognition and prediction — the brain 
recognizes a pattern of neural activation and 
knows the right way to respond. While all 
systems of input are important to movement, 
the three primary systems we use to gather 
information for movement prediction are 
the visual system, vestibular system, and 
proprioceptive system. 



missing an arm may experience phantom 
limb pain in the arm they’ve lost. Importantly, 
this phenomenon forced pain scientists to 
reexamine everything they thought they 
knew about pain. But it also created a real 
challenge for treatment options — after all, 
you can’t do elbow drills with an arm that 
doesn’t exist.  

Instead, therapists can create a box setup with 
a mirror and have patients put their existing 
arm into the box. As the patients  move their 
still existing arm and watch its reflection in the 
mirror, it creates the illusion that they have two 
working arms. The illusory motion lights up 
the proprioceptive areas of the brain for that 
missing arm, and it helps reduce their pain. 

I’ve seen a similar idea at work with stroke 
victims who have partial facial paralysis, too. 

These three systems all contribute to our 
predictive abilities, but they don’t contribute 
equally. The brain organizes them into an 
order of importance, with your visual system 
as the top priority. 

The Hierarchy at Work
Anatomically, the importance of the visual 
system is extremely apparent. Around 60% 
of your brain is involved in vision in some 
way. But we really see it come into play in 
practical application. 

There are myriad examples of visual input 
overriding other systems. We trust our eyes 
more than any other sense in the body. 

The neural hierarchy is why something 
like box therapy works extremely well for 
people who have lost a limb. People who are 
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Scientists used computer technology to take a 
video of a stroke victim’s face. They then took 
video of the functional half of the face and 
mirrored it on the other half of the screen. 
When the patient looked on the screen and 
smiled, it looked like both parts of their face were 
smiling, and it actually helped them recover. 

That’s the visual part of the brain overriding 
the proprioceptive. The proprioceptive system 
senses pain or a missing limb, but the visual 
system tricks the brain by saying, “What pain? 
Our arm looks fine!” 

The visual system will also trump the vestibular 
system. In one experiment, researchers 
created a moving room illusion where they 
put people on a stable platform and then 
had the walls around them start moving. The 
person was not moving at all, but researchers 
noticed postural responses in the subjects 
that mimicked those that typically accompany 
self motion. Subjects reacted as though their 
vestibular system was sensing movement, 
even though they weren’t moving. Their 
brain created a sense of self motion that was 
nonexistent. 

If we return to the neural hierarchy, we can also 
observe the vestibular system being prioritized 
over the proprioceptive system. This can 
become a real problem, especially in flying.
 
When pilots fly through cloud cover, they lose 
visual feedback and begin to rely on their 
vestibular system to let them know if they’re 
flying straight. But the vestibular system 
is best activated by change — a change in 
movement or position. And if you’re exposed 
to something long enough, you can become 
used to it, so the vestibular system might not 
notify you that something is wrong.  

If you’re flying a plane that’s tilted, and you 
can’t see that you’re tilted, your vestibular 
system might falsely report that you’re flying 
straight. You might have proprioceptive 
information, like body pressure and weight, 
sending alert signals, but your brain is still 
waiting for your inner ear to tell you what’s 
happening. These vestibular illusions can 
cause crashes, so pilots are instead instructed 
to pay extra attention to their instruments 
when a visual picture of the horizon is no 
longer available.      

Early Warning Systems
Another way to think about this sensory 
hierarchy is as an early warning system. 
Again, the brain’s number one job is survival, 
and it will rely on these systems in this order 
to keep you safe.

Let’s say a lion is attacking you in the jungle. 
What’s the first thing you want to know about 
the lion? Where it is. You want to be able to 
see it. 
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You don’t want to wait until the lion is biting into 
you and disrupting your proprioceptive system 
to know that it’s there. And you don’t want to 
wait until it’s knocking you over and setting 
off your vestibular senses to know you’re in 
danger. You want to be able to see it coming 
from 100 yards away. That’s why we rely on 
vision so heavily, in every aspect of our lives. 

As trainers, we can use this hierarchy to our 
advantage in extreme examples like the ones 
mentioned above or in smaller eye drills and 
movements that teach the brain to recognize 
patterns and change its perception of threat. 

If I know you have a problem in your proprio-
ceptive system that’s creating negative 
outputs, I could potentially work around 
it by focusing on your visual system and 
exposing you to visual cues that override the 
proprioceptive input.  

Similarly, if your vestibular system is causing 
problems with your balance because it 
isn’t activating properly, I might look to use 
visual inputs to help restore your sense of 
horizontal and vertical.    

Sensory Matching
The three primary systems in our neural hier-
archy work together to create cohesive 
messages about what’s going on. They 
may not give you the exact same types of 
information, but together they relay a similar 
message about what’s happening.

If I’m turning left, I want my eyes to see that 
I’m turning left, I want my inner ear to sense 
that I’m turning left, and I want my body to 
feel that I’m turning left. All three systems 
come to the same conclusion about what’s 
going on. 

In order for them to match, however, I need to 
receive and interpret clear information from 
all three systems. If one is not participating 
as it should, or it’s feeding me conflicting 
information, it can create confusion in the 
system. 

This is called sensory mismatch, and it 
can result in outputs like motion sickness, 
imbalance, and pain. 

Think about what happens when you go 
below deck on a boat. Your vestibular system 
sends you a message about the motion of 
the ocean and the movement of the boat. 
But because you can’t see the ocean and the 
cabin is moving in the exact same way you 
are, your eyes tell you you’re perfectly still. 
These conflicting messages can overwhelm 
the brain and lead to a threat response that 
includes nausea and vomiting. 

Sensory mismatch, though, doesn’t just happen 
on boats. I see it on a regular basis at the gym 
when people get on the treadmill. 

Picture stepping on a treadmill. Proprio-
ceptively, your body is telling you that you’re 
running, although it’s not exactly like running 
on solid ground. When you run on pavement, 
you have to actively extend your leg to push 
off, but on a treadmill, the belt pulls the 
leg back for you, so you don’t have that 
component. So the proprioceptive system 
says, “We’re running, kind of.” 
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Then, your inner ear, your vestibular system, 
notices you have an up and down motion, 
but the forward motion is missing. So your 
vestibular system says, “I guess we’re running.”  

But what about your eyes? They say, “We’re 
not running.” Everything in front of you is 
stationary, and your eyes send a strong, 
conflicting message. This sensory mismatch 
can then actually decrease your performance 
the next time you try running when you’re not 
on a treadmill. 

All three of these systems matter for producing 
high quality movement. An imbalance in any 
one of them can have a tremendous ripple 
effect felt throughout the body. Understanding 
how they work, both separately and together 
in the hierarchy,  can unlock many of the most 
stubborn performance and pain problems. 

In the coming chapters, we’ll explore these sys-
tems further to give you a basic understanding 
of their different components and processes. 
I’ll also introduce drills and exercises you can 
use to activate each system and assess them 
for potential problems.  

SUMMARY
 �The brain processes information in a hi-
erarchy that prioritizes the Visual System, 
followed by the Vestibular and Proprio-
ceptive Systems. 

 �Sensory mismatch occurs when these 
systems feed us conflicting messages or 
our brain is unable to integrate or inter-
pret the messages well enough to create 
a cohesive understanding of what is hap-
pening. 
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CHAPTER 5

The Visual 
System
The Window to Your Nervous System
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As stated before, we can actually observe the visual system’s dominance from an anatomical 
standpoint.

The visual part of your brain lives in the neocortex, or New Brain. Towards the back of the 
New Brain, you’ll find the occipital lobe, which processes visual input. This lobe takes up a 
significant portion of the cortex — around 27%. Despite its size, though, the occipital lobe’s only 
job is processing information about light. It has nothing to do with eye movements or other 
image processing. Those controls live in different parts of the brain, from the temporal lobe to 
the supplementary eye fields found in the frontal lobe near the supplementary motor area. All 
together, the sensory and motor components of vision involve nearly 60% of your brain. That 
should tell you how important it is. Real estate in the brain is valuable, and vision is king. 

But beyond its prevalence in the brain, we care about vision because of its strong correlation to 
movement. Most movement is visually driven. And so, to help people move better, we can start 
by helping them see better. 
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One article sums it up like this: 
“Consider for a moment the relationship between 
vision and the motor output it controls. Although 
it might be convenient to talk about visual cortex 
on the one hand and motor cortex on the other, 
there is no particular point along the many 
routes between the retina and the muscles, and 
the muscles where signals stop being sensory 
and suddenly become motor. From the moment 
signals from the photoreceptors enter the central 
nervous system, the information they convey 
is on its way to being transformed into motor 
output. This is not mere semantics. The artificial 
division of the brain into visual and motor areas, 
and the mutual isolation of the intellectual 
traditions that study them, have led to theories of 
brain function that are quite misleading.” 8

Basically, you can’t separate vision and move-
ment — you have to consider them, study 
them, and address them together.

Assessing Vision
The problem with studying vision and move-
ment is that the tools we have to evaluate 
vision are mediocre at best. 

Most of us are familiar with the eye chart 
often posted at the doctor’s office. 
For many people, this is the only kind of 
visual test they’ll receive in their life.

8 Goodale MA. Visuomotor control: Where does vision end 
and action begin? 1998. Current Biology 8:14 (R489-R491). DOI: 
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0960-9822(98)70314-8 
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But this test doesn’t align with reality. For 
one, most people receive the test sitting down, 
which can yield different results than if it’s 
administered while standing. 

The other thing you’ll note is that there is no 
movement involved with the test. The chart 
doesn’t move, you don’t move, and nothing 
around you is moving. In real life, we’re moving 
all the time. Our brain doesn’t care as much 
about stationary objects — it wants to be able to 
see objects moving around us, oftentimes while 
we’re moving our-selves. Visual clarity while 
moving, also called dynamic visual acuity, is 
extremely important in daily life and athletics. 
But most tests only look at static visual acuity, 
or visual clarity while stationary. 

Finally, this test is designed with black letters 
against a white background, and, oftentimes, 
the white background will even be illuminated 
with light. That creates maximum contrast, 
which, as you might guess, makes things easier 
to see.

Does that reflect real life? Is everything in 
your world set against maximum contrast? 
Of course not. What if you’re a tennis player, 
and you need to see a green ball on a green 
court? Will this test challenge that ability? 

Vision is much more than the gold standard 
20/20 that everyone shoots for. The term 
“20/20” simply means that you see at 20 feet 
what the average person sees at 20 feet.  But 
we don’t want to be average. A major league 
pitcher’s vision isn’t average. A fighter pilot’s 
vision isn’t average. We need to go beyond 
average and begin considering vision on a 
greater scale. 

Training Vision
When we begin training and assessing vision, 
we examine two different aspects of the 
visual system: neuro-biomechanical and 
neural processing. 

Neural processing refers to how your brain 
integrates and interprets visual inputs, and 
we’ll examine this part a little later.

Neuro-biomechanics refers to the extraocular 
muscles that move the eye around, the 
muscles inside your eye that change your pupil 
and the shape of your lens, and the command 
centers and nerves in your brain that tell these 
muscles what to do. That’s all biomechanical 
activity, and it’s purpose is to allow the light 
receptors in your eyes to acquire the visual 
signals you need to perform well. And since 
you can’t process information until you’ve 
acquired it, we typically start our assessments 
and training with eye movements. 

Introduction to Eye Movements
You’ve heard the expression, “The eyes are 
the windows to the soul.” But I prefer a slight 
variation: “Eye movements are the windows 
to your nervous system.” Let’s take a look 
at some examples that demonstrate the 
types of information that can be gathered by 
looking at someone’s eye movements. 

Since vision lives in so many different places 
in your brain, concussions will often affect it 
in some way. In a study where researchers 
examined eye movements for subjects who 
were, on average, almost four years removed 
from their concussion, participants still 
displayed numerous performance deficits in 
this area. Despite four years of recovery time, 
subjects’ eyes were jumping when they were 
supposed to be still, moving inaccurately to 
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targets, and reacting more slowly to visual 
stimulus.8 Subjects’ eyes were jumping when 
they weren’t supposed to, their eyes were not 
as accurate, and they had slower reaction times 
to visual stimulus.

You might be familiar with quick sideline tests 
to determine whether a player has a concussion 
or not, whether they can keep playing or need 
to be pulled out. Cognitive testing involves 
asking questions like, “What’s your name? 
What year is it? Who’s the president?” Those 
kinds of tests are, on average, around 68% 
accurate in determining concussion. 

More effective are vision tests that measure  
saccades (eye jumps). These use horizontal 
and vertical eye jumps to determine whether 
someone has a concussion, and they’re around 
92% accurate.

If you’re interested in psychological issues, 
whether it’s depression, anxiety, or the like, 
there are also plenty of studies examining 
the correlation between eye movements and 
common cognitive and emotional disorders. 
In one study, for example, researchers took 88 
healthy controls and 88 people who had been 
diagnosed with schizophrenia, and they 
measured three different eye movements 
for all participants: smooth pursuits, or 
smoothly following a moving target; gaze 
fixations, staring at a non-moving target; and 
how the subjects scanned a visual scene.

They then gave the results of these tests, 
with no information about diagnosis status, 
to other researchers in the study, and 

these professionals were able to determine 
with 98.3% accuracy which subjects had 
schizophrenia and which did not, just from 
looking at the way they moved their eyes.10 

The examples go on and on. Law enforcement 
will use eye tests to determine intoxication levels. 
Marketing and advertising professionals will 
track eye movements to optimize ad placement 
and website components. Hospitals will measure 
eye movements to determine whether doctors 
are alert enough to conduct surgery.  

If all these professions use eye tests to deter-
mine performance, we can too. We can use 
eye movements as a measure of attention. 
We can use them to measure neurological 
disorders or injury or fatigue. 

We can also use eye movements to measure 
performance, as studies have shown 
significant differences in eye movements 
between experts and novices. Experts know 
where to look, when to look, and how long 
to look there for. World-class soccer players 
move their eyes to different places than 
amateurs do. Elite musicians do different 
things with their eyes than students do. You’ll 
even see differences in something like chess. 
World-class chess players look right in the 
middle of board so they can see all the pieces 
and recognize potential patterns. Amateurs 
look from piece to piece to piece. And that’s 

9 Danna-Dos-Santos A, Mohapatra S, Santos M, et al. Long-term 
effects of mild traumatic brain injuries to oculomotor tracking 
performances and reaction times to simple environmental stim-
uli. 2018. Sci Rep 8, 4583. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-
22825-5

10 Benson P, Beedie S, Shephard E, Giegling I, Rujescu D, St Clair 
D. Simple Viewing Tests Can Detect Eye Movement Abnormal-
ities That Distinguish Schizophrenia Cases from Controls with 
Exceptional Accuracy. 2012. Biological psychiatry 72 (716-24). 
DOI: 10.1016/j.biopsych.2012.04.019.
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one of the reasons why they’re amateurs 
instead of experts. 

Are you starting to get the impression that 
maybe eye movements matter?

Gross Motor and Fine Motor
In the body, your gross and fine motor move-
ments are determined by motor units. A 
motor unit consists of one nerve fiber that 
goes into a certain number of muscle fibers. 
When that one nerve fiber fires, all of the muscle 
fibers attached to it contract at the same time.
 
In your calf, you have gross motor movement 
because the ratio is in the ballpark of one 
nerve fiber plugging into 2,000 muscle fibers. 
When that one nerve fiber activates, all 2,000 
muscle fibers contract at the same time. That’s 
what gross motor means — large patches of 
muscle all contracting simultaneously. You 
can produce a ton of power, but you don’t 
have a lot of fine control over it.

If we move to your hands, the ratio of nerve fibers 
to muscle fibers drops. We usually consider the 
hands to be the epitome of fine motor control. 
In your hands, the ratio goes down to about one 
nerve fiber to 150 muscle fibers. Here, you’re 
getting smaller patches of muscle that you can 
control individually for finer movements.

In your eye, that ratio gets as low as one to 
one. A single muscle fiber might have its own 
dedicated nerve fiber, making it the finest 
motor control in your entire body — 150 times 
finer than the control of your hands. 

Why is your motor control so fine here? It’s all 
about the precision required by your visual 
system. The area on the back of your eyeball 
that actually sees things clearly is only one 

millimeter in diameter. Which means, you have 
to be within 0.5 degrees of a target in order to 
see it clearly. By the time you have gotten even 
two degrees off of your target, you’ve lost half 
of your clarity. So, if you want to see clearly, 
you need to be extremely accurate. 

Categories of Eye Movements
When combined with the anatomical sprawl 
of visual circuits in the brain, this fine control 
is what allows us to use eye movements as a 
sensitive measure of the state of the nervous 
system. Under stress, fine motor skills degrade. 
And because different eye skills live in different 
places in the brain, we can get a good idea of 
which part of your brain is struggling by which 
eye skills are not functioning as they should.

In order to interpret what the eyes are saying, 
then, you need to categorize and isolate 
different types of eye movements.

In general, there are six categories of eye 
movements: 

1) Fixations
Fixations refer to staring at non-moving objects. 
Can you keep your eyes still? Now, technically, 
your eyes are never really still. They are always 
moving. If your eyes actually stayed perfectly 
still, the visual picture you’re seeing would fade 
away until it was blank. But we don’t notice 
these movements during fixations because 
they’re extremely small - they’re typically not 
observable with the naked eye - and because 
we have sensory adaptation - where your brain 
stops paying attention to a stimulus that is 
constantly there. So when you’re watching a 
client perform a gaze fixation, you should not 
see their eyes moving. You’re moving your eyes 
several times per second to change the visual 
image and get the most accurate picture. 
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2) Smooth Pursuits
This refers to how your eyes smoothly follow 
a moving target. Imagine a bird flying through 
the sky and your eyes move with it, slowly 
gliding to watch the bird fly higher and higher. 

3) Saccades
As mentioned earlier, saccades refer to eye 
jumps. Instead of following a single target, 
this movement allows your eyes to jump 
from one target to another, or to the same 
target at different points in travel. In this 
case, imagine watching two birds traveling 
in opposite directions. Your eyes are able to 
jump back and forth between the two moving 
targets to track their progress. 

4) Vergence
This refers to when your eyeballs are moving in 
opposite directions from each other. For the first 
three examples in this list, your eyeballs move 
together. But with vergence, your eyes move 
in opposite directions. When a target moves 
closer to your nose, you eyes move toward each 
other in a motion called convergence. When 
something moves farther away, your eyes 
move away from each other in a motion called 
divergence. 

5) VOR
This stands for Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex and 
refers to the idea that every time you move your 
head, your eyes countermove. It’s the fastest 
reflex in your entire body because, again, you 
are constantly moving. If your eyes didn’t adjust, 
they would be knocked off target every time 
you adjust the posture of your head or take a 
step. The VOR helps keep your eyes still while 
you’re moving. Try holding your thumb out in 
front of you. If you turn your head to the left, 
what direction did your eyes have to move to 
stay on the thumb? The right. That’s your VOR. 

6) OKN
This abbreviation stands for Optokinetic 
Nystagmus. “Opto” refers to the eyes, while 
“kinetic” refers to movement. “Nystagmus” 
means bouncing or beating. This movement 
occurs when you are following something that 
moves out of your line of vision, and your eyes 
jump back to something within your eye line.  
Imagine you are a passenger in a car, and you’re 
trying to watch the telephone poles move 
outside the window. Your eyes would follow 
the pole until it’s gone and then jump forward 
to the next pole. This a reflexive action that 
also kicks in when you spin. One of the primary 
reasons you have OKN eye movements is to 
support the VOR when that response starts to 
fade during prolonged motion. 

But for the purposes of this book, we’re going 
to focus on a few of the eye movement categories 
above, starting with fixations. 

Testing Eye Movements  
For the purposes of this book, we’re going to focus 
on only a few of the six eye movement categories 
mentioned above. The good news is that these 
have some of the most powerful training effects.
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It might seem strange that when talking about eye 
movements, the first thing I bring up is trying not 
to move your eyes from a target. But fixations 
are foundational to all other eye movements. 
All eye movements, from jumps (saccades) to 
glides (smooth pursuits), exist for the purpose of 
stopping to take in information. If you can’t stop 
moving long enough to process the information, 
everything will look blurred. Fixations allow your 
eyes to pause and put together the collected 
information like puzzle pieces. 

Neurologically, fixations are an inhibitory action.
To keep your eyes still, you have to inhibit 
distractions and all the other categories 
of eye movements. Any time something 
appears, demanding your attention, your brain 
instinctively wants to look at it. You have to 
use higher reasoning parts of the brain to focus 
on one thing. Which means, fixations are an 
excellent tool to test and activate the inhibitory 
parts of the brain in the frontal lobe. 

When testing fixations, which we’ll get to at 
the end of this chapter, the rule of thumb is 
that the assessment should be super boring 
for the coach. Fixational eye movements 
shouldn’t be visible to you, so if your client 
is doing a good job, you will see absolutely 
nothing happening. When the eyes start to 
move or drift away, that’s when you have a 
problem.  

Smooth Pursuits - Key Concepts
The other skill that we’ll look at is smooth 
pursuits. The primary purpose of smooth 
pursuits is to foveate moving isolated 
targets. Remember I said there’s a one-
millimeter section on the back of your eye 
that sees clearly? That area is called your 
fovea. To foveate means to aim your fovea 
at something in order to see it clearly.

Smooth pursuits also help you cancel out your 
vestibulo-ocular reflex. When your head moves, 
you typically want your eyes to stay behind. But 
sometimes you need your head and your eyes to 
move together in the same direction. A smooth 
pursuit command can activate your eye muscles 
in a way that allows the eyes to stay in the middle 
of the socket and move with you when you need 
them to. 

The key for monitoring smooth pursuits lies 
in the word “smooth.” These movements 
should be smooth, like jazz. The eyes should 
glide back and forth, side to side or up and 
down, and roll without any hiccups. When 
you start to see the eyes jumping instead of 
gliding, you have a problem. 

The most common way this jumping shows 
up is as catch-up saccades. When the eyes try 
to follow a target and fall behind, they have to 
jump to catch up. These catch-up saccades can 
be an issue for your clients, though, because 
when you jump your eyes, they move so quickly 
that the brain can’t understand the visual 
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information coming in. In order to conserve 
energy, the brain simply shuts off your visual 
processing while the jump is happening. This 
saccadic masking, as it’s called, leaves you 
functionally blind for a fraction of a second. 

You can experience this phenomenon for 
yourself when you look in a mirror and switch 
back and forth between looking at your left 
eye and then your right eye. What do you see? 
To you, it probably appears as though your 
eyes are staying still because every time they 
do move, you’re blind. If you took a video, 
you would actually see your eyes jumping left 
and right, but you couldn’t see it in the mirror 
because you’re blind while they’re in motion. 
These jumpy intrusions to your smooth 
pursuits may not affect you on a day-to-day 
basis, but imagine playing soccer and trying to 
track the ball through the air as it comes to 
you. If you have these catch-up saccades, the 
ball will effectively disappear repeatedly as 
you leave yourself blind over and over again.

Testing Eye Movements
As I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, 
relying on only the most common visual asses-
sments can be woefully inadequate. Testing 
eye movement is paramount because you will 
often discover problems with a client’s visual 
system that they didn’t even know they had. 
Their brain has worked around them. 

At the end of this chapter, we’ll go through 
some drills and exercises to test smooth 
pursuits, fixations, and more. Return to your 
Assess/Re-assess Protocol to continually 
monitor and track the effect these drills have 
on other movements you’re interested in. 

SUMMARY
 �The Visual System is at the top of the 
neural hierarchy, and it accounts for 60% 
of your brain real estate. 

 �You can’t separate vision and movement.

 �There are six types of eye movements: 
 

• Fixations — The ability to keep your 
eyes still.  

• Smooth Pursuits — How the eyes 
move smoothly to follow a moving 
target. 

• Saccades — Eye jumps. 

• Vergence — The eyes moving in op-
posite directions from each other to 
see near and far. 

• VOR — Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex, or 
your eyes moving counter to your 
body. 

• OKN — Optokinetic Nystagmus, or 
tracking an object that moves out of 
your field of vision, and then adjust-
ing.   
 

Eye Drills
Gaze Stabilization (Fixations) 
With fixations, it’s all about testing how 
steady someone can hold their focus. Can 
they stare to left, right, up, and down? Is 
their body compensating by moving in the 
direction they are looking? Or are they able 
to hold their stare and keep their body 
stable? How is the quality of their vision? Are 
they experiencing double vision? How clear is 
the image? Finally, are they having any threat 
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responses, such as a rise in heart rate or a 
protective facial response?

Eye movement drills work well when paired 
with some kind of assessment test. So before 
you start the below drill, run your client 
through some kind of performance indicator 
that matters to them, such as a flexibility or 
mobility test. 
 
Below is a simple eye chart you can print out 
and use with your clients for this exercise.  

1) Tape the eye chart to a wall, with the 

middle letter (J) arranged at the client’s eye 
level. Position the client so they are standing 
arm’s length away and their body is lined up 
directly in front of the letters and not off to 
the side or at an angle.
 
2) Have the client close their eyes for five 

seconds. When the client opens their eyes, 
they should stare at the letter in the middle 
of the chart (J) for five seconds, which is 
our starting standard for how long the drill 
should last. If everything is working well, you 
should be able to hold fixations for up to 
thirty seconds, but we’ll start with five. 
Remind the client to keep their head still. 
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Observe how still their eyes and body are 
during this fixation. 

close their eyes for five seconds. When they 
open their eyes, have them stare at the letter 
(J) for five seconds, observing the stillness in 
the eyes and body.

6) Re-assess before lining up to repeat this 
exercise on the left side.
 
7) Finally, position the client in front of the 
chart and have them fixate on the letters at 
the top or bottom to test up and down gaze 
fixations. After each eye position, compare 
your movement re-assessment to your initial 
assessment to look for potential perceptions 
of threat. If the client’s assessments improve, 
then their brain is feeling safer about allowing 
the body to move farther, be stronger, or be 
faster. If the assessments get worse, then 
their brain is limiting their performance as 
a protective response because it feels less 
safe.         

Work your athletes up to 30-second gaze fixa-
tions to increase their endurance over time. 

NOTE If your client wears glasses, have them 
try the drills without their glasses on. If their 
goal is to not wear glasses, you want to 
see how well they perform without them. 
Oftentimes, you’ll see people take their 
glasses off and immediately demonstrate 
all kinds of compensations. They have pain, 
their whole body moves with their eyes, etc. 
It’s okay if the images are slightly blurry. In 
fact, these drills may even help make images 
clearer, and that’s something we can test. 

If your client insists on wearing some kind 

3) Have them repeat this drill two more times 
and then re-assess the initial test (flexibility, 
mobility, strength, etc). 

4) Next, test fixations to the right. Have the 
client take a couple steps to the left, to the 
point where they can still see the chart with 
both eyes when their head is facing forward. 
You can test this by covering each eye 
independently to make sure both eyes are 
able to see the image on their own. Adjust as 
needed.   
5) Repeat the fixation by having the client 



of eyewear, however, you want to ensure they are able to reduce threat while wearing that 
eyewear. It may be sunglasses or protective glasses, or a helmet or visor. We need to be able 
to test how threatening visual skills are in conditions that mimic their reality and match their 
goals.

TIP: If you are having trouble observing fixations, try recording a video. Set up a tripod or have 
another person stand close with a camera to film the eyes during this drill. You can watch 
it back to notice things you miss, or you can show it to the client if they are unaware of the 
mistakes they’re making during the exercise. 

Smooth Pursuits
This exercise will employ a similar process to fixations, but this time, instead of testing how still 
the eyes are, we’ll be looking for how smoothly they can follow a moving target.  

Below is a font chart you can print out to use for this exercise. 
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1) Have the client hold the chart directly in 
front of them at arm’s length away. Determine 
the smallest line of font in the chart that they 
are able to read, and then ask them to focus 
on the line one size up. For example, if the 
smallest line of text they can read is a 9 point 
font, set their baseline to a 10 point font. 
Have them fixate on the first word of that line 
or on the number of the line itself.

3) At the end of the movement, the client 
should pause, close their eyes, and then 
move the card back in front of them. This 
part is crucial. We’re testing the client’s ability 
to follow a target up and to the right at the 
moment, not down and to the left, so make 
sure the client closes their eyes when they 
reset.

4) Have the client repeat this motion for two 
more reps in the same up-right direction. 
You should be able to observe whether their 
eyes glide smoothly with the arm movement 
or instead jump quickly as they attempt to 
follow the card. You should also watch for 
bodily compensations, such as a tilting head 
or shoulders. If you observe these, you can 
point them out and remind the client to use 
only their eyes.  

2) In a diagonal motion, have the client move 
the card up and to the right while following 
it with their eyes. Their head should stay 
still while the eyes pursue the target. This 
movement should be relatively slow, but not 
a snail’s pace. It should be a comfortable, 
continuous motion.  
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5) Now, recheck the client’s range of motion 
or other movement assessment to determine 
whether the drill made them better or worse.

6) Have the client repeat this exercise in the 
other primary directions of gaze. In total, you 
will be testing smooth pursuits in 8 different 
directions: up, down, right, left, up-right, up-
left, down-right, and down-left. 

2) Have them slowly bring the tip of the pen 
towards their nose. While it is normal for the 
image to become blurry as it gets close, the 
client should not at any point see more than 
one pen tip. If the tip of the pen does split 
into two, ask the client to stop there so you 
can measure and later track the distance 
at which this happens. Additionally, as the 
athlete’s eyes are moving, you will be looking 
for symmetrical convergence — the eyes 
should be moving at the same time and at 
the same speed as the pen comes toward the 
nose. If one eye is delayed or stops short, or 
if both eyes are moving asynchronously, take 
note of these errors.       

3) After the client holds the pen close to the 
nose for a few seconds, have them follow 
the tip again as they push the pen away 
from themselves. Now, look to see if the 
client’s eyes are moving apart, or diverging, 
symetrically. 

Pencil Push Ups
Finally, we’ll look at convergence and diver-
gence, the motions in which your eyes move 
in opposing directions. 

1) Start the client standing, holding a pen in 
front of them at arm’s length. 
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4) Repeat this exercise twice, then relax and 
re-assess.

5) Once the client can perform the drill well, you 
can also test for endurance. Have the athlete 
bring the tip of the pen to their nose and hold 
it for a count of seven before pushing it back 
out again. 

Watch the eyes for signs of fatigue. One 
eye may start to lose focus or come out of 
convergence. Once you identify a weaker eye, 
you can target it with the extra exercise below: 

1) Let’s say the right eye is weaker than the 
left. Have the athlete cover their left eye with 
their hand, hold the pen out at arm’s length 
again, and then track it with only the right 
eye as they bring it in closer to the nose. 

2) Before pushing the pen back out, have the 
athlete slowly bring it over to the left side 
of the body (as demonstrated in the image 
below) and hold the right eye on the target 
there for six seconds. 

3) Finally, push the pen back out to return it to 
the original starting position at the midline.



In the neural hierarchy, the vestibular system 
comes after the visual system. The vestibular 
system is your neural balancing system, and 
it’s located in the inner ear. 

CHAPTER 6

The Vestibular 
System
A Balancing Act
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Inside your ear, you have a spiral, snail-like 
structure called the cochlea for hearing and a 
set of five vestibular organs — the utricle, the 
saccule, and three semicircular canals — for 
sensing self-motion and gravity. The utricle 
and saccule tell your brain about which way is 
up as well as linear accelerations like running 
forward or jumping up and down. The circular 
shape of the semicircular canals, on the other 
hand, allows them to sense circular motion and 
accelerations like spinning or doing cartwheels.  

An optimally functioning vestibular system 
allows you to do several things:  

1) See clearly while moving. 
Remember the reflex I mentioned in the previous 
chapter that helps you see clearly while moving? 
The Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex (VOR is one of the 
most vital functions of the vestibular system. 

2) Identify orientation with respect to gravity. The 
brain must consider gravity with every movement 
decision it makes. Even just standing still, your 
brain considers which way gravity is pushing 
so that your muscles can resist it and keep you 
upright. Things then get more complicated when 
you start moving. Understanding how your own 
body moves through space requires both an 
accurate sense of gravity and an accumulation 
of prior experiences to teach you how to interact 
with it in a skilled way.

3) Determine direction and speed of movement. 
Like I said before, there are different sensors 
in your ear that detect if you’re moving 
forward, backwards, up, down, or spinning. 
The anatomy of these receptors, though, also 
allow them to give you information about 
speed of movement. Small hairs inside each 
vestibular organ bend when you move, and 
the faster you move, the more they bend. 

Increased bending leads to more activation in 
the system, while decreased bend causes less. 
The intensity and frequency of the activation is 
how your brain can tell how fast you’re moving.   

4) Make automatic adjustments to maintain 
posture and stability. This is one that I work 
on a lot with my clients. Your vestibular 
system is sensitive enough to tell when your 
head is even 0.5 degrees off of vertical, and it 
immediately triggers reflexes to adjust your 
posture and muscle tone so you can balance.

5) Adjust respiration and blood pressure. 
You have vestibulo-respiratory reflexes and 
vestibulo-sympathetic reflexes. Have you 
ever worked with someone who gets dizzy 
when they go from lying down to sitting up? 
That’s because their blood pressure failed to 
rise with them, so blood wasn’t able to get 
to their brain quickly enough. Your inner 
ear senses changes in orientation like this, 
and it adjusts your blood pressure to keep 
a sufficient flow of blood going to the part of 
you that needs it the most.      

While it may seem like the vestibular system 
is responsible for a lot of things, its function 
can really be boiled down to answering two 
basic questions: where am I going, and which 
way is up?

Balance 
Remember, your brain only cares about 
survival. We need to know where we’re 
going and which way is up so that we don’t 
hurt ourselves, especially by falling. Falling 
is an extremely common mechanism of 
injury for people of all ages, and as such, it 
is considered a very serious, high-priority 
threat by the brain. Good balance training, 
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though, can both help prevent these injuries 
and drastically reduce how threatening your 
brain perceives movement to be. 
 
There are two primary things to work on 
that will make you less likely to fall over: the 
vestibulospinal reflex and skills to deal with 
perturbation. 

Vestibulospinal Reflex
This reflex runs from the vestibular system to 
the spinal cord and then out to the muscles. 
When you start to tip over, your brain will try 
to counteract that movement by sending a 
message to the muscles in your body. This 
is an automatic reflex that also really comes 
in handy when we slip. If you start to fall to 
the left, your muscles tense up, your left arm 
flies out to catch you, and your body curves 
inward, all within a matter of milliseconds. 

Perturbation
This refers to your ability to maintain balance 
when you are acted upon by external forces. 
This is incredibly important in everything from 
contact sports to riding the subway. At some 
point, we all get knocked around, whether on 
purpose or by accident. It’s important to be 
able to stabilize yourself when you encounter 
something in your external environment that 
throws off your balance. 

One thing I also want to note is that you don’t 
have to wobble to train balance. Oftentimes, I 
see functional training that involves using BOSU 
Balance Trainers or stability balls to create 
an unstable surface. The problem with using 
these devices to train balance is that the brain 
implements completely different movement 
strategies to balance on unstable surfaces versus 
stable surfaces. The two environments also 
challenge different neural systems and thus paint 
different neurological pictures for the brain. 

One study from the University of 
Connecticut showed how different types of 
balance training can affect performance.11 
Researchers in the study took Division I 
college athletes and put them through a 
strength and conditioning program for 
10 weeks. Half of the subjects performed 
standard strength and conditioning work 
while the other half altered 2% of their 
training to involve unstable surfaces. 

Before the training started, researchers 
measured the athletes’ performance with 
three different tests: 1) a drop jump, where 
you drop off a surface and immediately jump 
as high as you can upon landing; 2) a sprint 
test; and 3) a T-test, which is an agility test 
where you run forward, go side to side, and 
then run backwards.

Before the training, the stable surface group 
was, on average, slower in their sprint times 
than the other group. But over the 10 weeks, 
the stable surface group passed the unstable 
surface group. The unstable surface group 
improved, too, but not nearly as much as the 
stable surface group. Similar results were 
then also found for the agility test. And in the 
drop jump, the unstable surface group saw 
absolutely zero improvement while the stable 
surface group saw significant improvement. 

As a coach, I want to train you for the things 
you’ll actually need in your life. We spend the 
majority of our time on stable, solid ground, 
so I want to train you to have great balance 
on a firm surface. In every drill we do, I want 
to put you in conditions that will mimic your 
reality and help you move closer to your goal.

11 Cressey E, West C, Tiberio D, Kraemer W, Maresh C. The 
Effects of Ten Weeks of Lower-Body Unstable Surface Training 
on Markers of Athletic Performance. 2007. Journal of strength 
and conditioning research / National Strength & Conditioning 
Association 21 (561-7). DOI: 10.1519/R-19845.1.
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Which is not to say that unstable surface 
work has no place in a training environment. 
There are certainly many clients who can 
benefit from those types of exercises — we 
just want to make sure we are matching the 
training program with the client context to 
give them the biggest possible benefit for the 
time invested. For most people, then, this 
means starting your balance work on stable 
surfaces instead.

Vestibular Nuclei Descending Pathways
Beyond balance, the vestibular system is the 
primary source of descending neural control 
for the paraspinal muscles, spinal erectors, 
and extensors that are vital for postural 
correction and stability. 

As you can see in the graphic below, one of 
the vestibular nuclei located in the cluster 
at the center of the chart sends signals 

to activate the extensor muscles in the 
body. This communication via the lateral 
vestibulospinal tract keeps you stable in a 
variety of environments. These muscles keep 
you stable in a variety of movements. 

But think about how many of your clients 
would like to improve their performance 
in an extensor-dominant activity. If your 
clients want to deadlift more weight, jump 
higher, run faster, or climb more challenging 
mountains, then they need a boost in their 
ability to powerfully extend their hips, knees, 
spines, and shoulders. Targeted vestibular 
training can help them accomplish this 
change because of the inherent pathways in 
the brain stem and spinal cord that connect 
the inner ear to the muscles of the body. 

Vestibular Training
As mentioned previously, the visual system is 
great at overriding the vestibular system. When 
you have any sort of sensory mismatch because 
the systems are not operating correctly or the 
signals are not being interpreted correctly, you 
can have far-reaching problems. 

Next up, I’ll give you some vestibular exercises 
to help activate and balance the inner ear and 
prevent sensory mismatch from overwhelming 
the brain.
 
SUMMARY

 �The Vestibular System is located in the 
inner ear and controls balance, stability, 
and posture. 

 �Your vestibular system primarily asks the 
questions: 

• Where am I going?
• Which way is up?



 �The Vestibular System is also the primary 
source of descending neural control for 
paraspinal muscles, spinal erectors, and 
extensors.  

Vestibular Exercises 

Balance Progression
Balance progression exercises piece 
together different components of a balance 
training template. These elements build on 
each other and increase intensity to create 
stronger activations.  

Head movement
1) Conduct an assessment of whatever skill 
you’re interested in. Strength, flexibility, 
mobility, etc. Mark down your initial 
assessment to serve as your baseline. 

2) Start the client standing with their feet 
together and shoes and socks off.

3) Have the client turn their head to the left 
and pause there. Ask the client to note any 
swaying or discomfort. Then have the client 
turn their head to the right and look for the 
same feelings of sway or discomfort.  
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4) Next, the client will tilt their head to the 
right without any rotation and to the left 
without any rotation. As with the turns, have 
the client pause at the end of each of these 
movements to check for sway or discomfort.

5) Lastly, have the client tilt their head down 
until their chin is close to touching the chest 
and back as far as they can go comfortably. 
Pause at the end of each of these movements 
to check for sway or other issues. 
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6) Take a moment to re-asses your strength 
or flexibility baseline from before the balance 
exercises and note how the vestibular 
stimulation has affected the client.  

Base of Support
We’re now going to make things more difficult by 
taking away part of the client’s base of support 
and shifting their stance to only one leg. To 
do this in the most targeted way, we will first 
run a quick assessment of their cerebellum to 
determine which leg the client should focus on. 

One classic test for the cerebellum is rapid 
foot tapping. To perform this assessment, 
have the client place their right foot in front 
and then repeatedly tap the ball of the foot 
on the ground as fast as they can for ten 
seconds. The heel will stay on the ground 
during the tapping, and the motion should 
be coming primarily from their ankle. Have 
the client repeat the task with their left foot 
and compare the performance side to side.  

Whichever side had the harder time will be 
the leg they stand on for this exercise.
 
1) Have the client stand on the predetermined 
leg.

2) Run the client through the head movements 
again, but this time each one should be done 
faster. The speed at this point shouldn’t be 
too fast, as that might increase the risk for 
injury, but it should be a sharper motion. 
After each turn or tilt, have the client pause 
and then slowly return their head back to the 
center. Repeat each direction three times.

 



3) Monitor which movements induce swaying 
or other stability problems. After finishing, 
have the client re-assess their strength or 
flexibility.  

Visual disruption
Now we’re going to layer in visual disruption 
to test how your brain performs with just 
vestibular and proprioceptive information. 

1) Have the client balance on the same leg as 
before and close both eyes. Let them balance 
for a minute to get used to the sensation, and 
then have them relax.   

2) Have the client resume that position 
(balancing on one leg with both eyes closed) 
and begin running them through the same 
head movements as before. Take note of 
which directions are the hardest for the client 
so you can check in on their progress later. 

 3) Re-assess their strength or flexibility. 
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Before we finish the vestibular training section, 
let’s let’s do a little bit of neural exploration. 
One of the key ideas that I’ve tried to share 
throughout this book is the tremendous 
integration and interrelatedness of all our 
body systems. The next two exercises are 
simple drills you can perform to see how 
different systems can impact balance.

Thoracic Circles
Now that you’ve figured out which head 
movements cause the most disruptions to your 
client’s balance, you can check those specific tilts 
or turns before and after the following drills to 
see if they’ve made a difference in your client’s 
stability.  

1) Have the client resume balancing on one leg 
with their eyes closed. While in this position, 
have them move their thoracic vertebrae in 
a circular motion that goes backward, to the 
side, forward, to the other side, and then 
backward again. The bones of the spine and 
the rib cage should be following a circular path 
like the one shown by the red arrows in the 
picture below. Aptly, we call this drill Thoracic 
Circles. Three repetitions in each direction 
should be sufficient.

2) Re-assess the one or two balance drills 
from before that were the most problematic 
for your client and see if they’ve improved. 

Olfactory
Next, we’ll use the muscles of the nose to help 
balance. If the client has a problem with a left 
turn or tilt, we’ll target the right nostril. If the 
client struggles with a right turn or tilt, we’ll 
focus on the left nostril. While this may sound 
VERY strange, brain research has shown that 
when we sniff through one nostril, we create 
activation in the contralateral part of the 
cerebellum that connects to the descending 
vestibular pathways described earlier in the 
chapter. 

1) Have the client resume balancing on one leg 
with their eyes shut and then sniff in hard ten 
times with the nostril that’s on the opposite 
side of the body from the tilt or turn they have 
an issue with. To help isolate the nostril, the 
client can close the non-participating side of 
their nose with a finger.  

2) Re-assess the balance drills from before 
and see if there was any improvement. 
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The final system in the neural hierarchy is the 
Proprioceptive System. Remember that 
“proprio” means self, so the Proprioceptive 
System refers to our body’s three-dimensional 
map of itself in space and time.

This system is responsible for neuromuscular 
sensation, also known as somatosensation, 
and it comprises receptors in the skin, joints, 
and muscles. These receptors are activated 
by touch, movement, vibration, pressure, 
temperature, joint positioning, and potential 
harm to the joints and tissues, and they 
send the information they collect through 
peripheral nerves, into the spinal cord, and 
up to the brain for processing.  

These inputs allow us to build an accurate 
understanding of where our body is and what 
it’s doing, which is essential when it comes to 
creating high-quality movement outputs.  
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CHAPTER 7

Proprioception
Your Movement Map
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Proprioceptive Senses
The Proprioceptive System is directly respon-
sible for our sense of our own body, which can 
be broken down into a few sub-categories: 

Joint Position Sense. The most basic body 
sense in the Proprioceptive System is our joint 
position sense, meaning how our joints are 
angled and where our limbs are positioned in 
space. This sense allows us to understand our 
body’s placement, both in relation to the rest of 
our body and to the external space around us.

Kinaesthesia. This sense refers to your 
awareness of how your body is moving. 
Are you running, jumping, stepping? It also 
measures the speed, direction, duration, and 
timing of your body movement.  

Sense of Force. This encompasses our ability 
to sense force and tension created by the 
body. It also helps us sense heaviness. As an 
example, when you go to pick up a weight, 
this sense allows you to comprehend how 
heavy the weight is so you can respond with 
the appropriate force to lift it. 

The Body’s GPS 
The Proprioceptive System is like the body’s 
GPS. It tells you where your body is now and 
where you want to go next.

When a client has a movement problem, it 
may be because the brain is not receiving 
good information about where the body is 
right now. Your client wants to jump higher, 
but their brain can’t make that happen if it’s 
confused about where their joints and limbs 
are in relation to one another. If you can’t 
figure out where you are, then you can’t get 
to where you want to go.  

Other times, the problem is that the brain 
has a fuzzy map for the destination of a 
movement. Imagine trying to figure out how 
to do a squat without ever having been at the 
bottom of one. This unfamiliarity with the 
end point would make it harder to get there. 
We need to give the brain a clear picture of 
where it’s supposed to go so it can make 
good decisions about how to get there.   

Stimulating the Proprioceptive System 
Proprioception ultimately lives in the brain, 
and it is important to understand which 
brain areas you are activating when targeting 
different proprioceptive receptors in the 
body. 

It is also helpful to know that different types 
of proprioceptive signals follow different 
pathways to get to the brain.

The receptors that sense stretch and tension in 
your muscles and tendons, for example, transmit 
information to the spinal cord and brain via thick, 
well-insulated nerves. Because of their large 
diameter and high conductivity, these nerves carry 
signals traveling as fast as 270 miles per hour. 

Other receptors, however, send signals 
through much smaller nerves to the spinal 
cord and brain. Nociceptors, which sense 
potential harm or damage to tissues, pass 
their information on to the brain mostly 
through nerves that carry information 
traveling at 2 miles per hour. Nociception can 
occur more quickly, like with our touching 
a hot stove example from earlier in the 
book, but even “fast” nociception travels 
significantly more slowly than the inputs from 
mechanoreceptors, the receptors that sense 
the mechanical forces from movement.   
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This anatomy should tell you a lot about 
how the brain prioritizes movement, and it is 
helpful information to know when you meet a 
client experiencing pain. The cool thing is that 
we can use those faster mechanoreceptive 
nerve endings to drown out the information 
coming from nociceptors.

You may have seen this concept called 
The Gate Control Theory of Pain. When 
mechanoreceptive fibers send signals, they 
activate something called an inhibitory 
interneuron that blocks the nociceptive 
information from getting into the spinal cord. 
And if that input doesn’t get into the spinal 
cord, it doesn’t get to the brain.

In other words, movement can help override 
pain because it reduces the amount of 
nociception that can reach the brain to 
trigger a threat response. 

We actually instinctively take advantage of 
this process all the time. When you bang 
your finger, what’s one of the first things you 
do? You start moving it around. You shake 
it and rub it and squeeze it to stimulate 
mechanoreceptors and block out nociception. 
That’s why it helps you feel better. 

This is also the scientific explanation behind 
your sports coach’s advice to “walk it off.”

There’s a good reason, though, why the 
mechanoreceptors block nociception. 
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Mechanoreceptors provide detailed information 
about what’s going on with the body, while  
nociception is usually nonspecific. If you 
flood my brain with nociception, I can’t make 
accurate decisions because I can’t tell exactly 
what’s happening with my body. Movement 
helps provide the information I’m missing.

The analogy I typically use to explain this is a 
car with wind-shield wipers. Let’s say you’re 
driving a car and it starts to rain. As you’re 
driving, the water is going to start to cover the 
windshield. If you don’t do anything about it, 
you’re going to have to slow down or maybe 
even pull the car over and stop because you 
can’t see well enough to continue.

But if it’s just a light shower, do you really need 
to slow down? Do you really need to pull over? 
Not if you turn on the windshield wipers. 
Once the windshield wipers have started, you 
get to go, “Oh, all right, this rain is not that 
big a deal. I can keep going.” In this analogy, 
you can think of the rain as nociception and 
the windshield wipers as mechanoreceptors. 
And just like the windshield wipers allow you a 
clearer picture of what’s really happening, so 
do the mechanoreceptors.  When you activate 
the mechanoreceptors, your brain gets to go, 
“Oh, all right, this nociception is not that big a 
deal. I can keep going.”

With heavier rain, you can set your 
windshield wipers to move more frequently, 
and with greater amounts of nociception, 
you can move more often to stimulate the 
mechanoreceptors more frequently. And 
yes, at some point, the rain or the nociception 
may be significant enough that you do need 
to slow down or stop. The mechanoreceptive 
input, however, allows these safety decisions 
to be more accurate and appropriate. 

Visualization
One of our best tools for working through 
the Proprioceptive System is something 
many of our clients are already familiar with: 
visualization. 

When you imagine moving, it activates the 
same parts of the brain as if you were actually 
moving. One neat study that I was looking 
at measured subjects’ wrist flexor strength, 
isometric strength, and a couple of other 
things. Researchers then put all the subjects’ 
wrists in casts for four weeks.12

During those four weeks, half of the group was 
told to do nothing, to just live their lives as 
normally as they could with the cast. The other 
half, however, were told to imagine performing 
wrist movements several times per day. What 
they then found is that when they took the 
casts off, the people who had imagined the 
wrist movements lost 50% less strength than 
the control group. Plus, they regained their 
maximum strength more quickly. Why? Because 
they had been working out the parts of the 
brain responsible for wrist movements. 

High level athletes visualize a lot, too. They 
think about their sport over and over and over 
and over again. Since they can only physically 
compete and practice so much, they turn to 
mental practice to get in extra hours. 

But really good visualization should at some 
point involve imagining all the senses. A 
professional boxer, for instance, might think 
about how their body feels when they punch, 
but they also picture the colors and size of 
the boxing ring, smell the scent of sweat and 

12 Clark BC, Mahato NK, Nakazawa M, Law TD, Thomas JS. 
The power of the mind: the cortex as a critical determinant of 
muscle strength/weakness. 2014. J Neurophysiol 112(12):3219-
26. DOI: 10.1152/jn.00386.2014
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leather gloves in their mind, and hear the 
sounds of their coach inside their head.  

This detailed visualization process can help 
with pain as well. I can get specific with my 
clients and have them

imagine life and movement before their pain 
started. Visualizing simple tasks they used to 
do without pain prepares the brain for that 
same easy movement in the future. 

Next, I’ll share a few exercises that help 
develop greater accuracy and control in the 
Proprioceptive System.  
 
Proprioception Exercises 

Hand Mobility
We’re going to start by creating figure 8’s 
with our hands, taking your wrist through 
a full range of motion while pronating and 
supinating your forearm. 

1) Have the client hold their wrist in extension 
and their fingers extended and pointed towards 
the sky. 

2) Then, have the client flex their wrist to bring 
the hand down like they’re trying to touch 
their palm to the bottom of their forearm. 

3) While keeping the wrist flexed, have the 
client now supinate the forearm to rotate the 
hand toward their index finger. 
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4) Have the client extend their wrist again to 
point the fingers toward the floor.

6) Once the client gets comfortable with these 
steps, have them smooth the motion out so 
their hand glides in a figure 8 shape. These 
movements happen exclusively at the wrist 
and elbow joints, so clients should be able to 
perform these Hand Figure 8s without any 
compensatory movements from the upper 
arm or shoulder.  

7) After the client makes three Figure 8s, 
have them relax and re-assess their strength 
or flexibility. 

Now, let’s reverse that movement to allow 
the pinky to lead. 

1) Have the client start with their wrist 
extended and their fingers extended and 
pointed to the sky. 

5) Lastly, have the client pronate their 
forearm to turn the hand toward their index 
finger and return to the initial starting point 
of the drill. 
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2) This time, have the client supinate the 
forearm to rotate the hand toward their 
pinky and point the fingers at the ground. 

4) While keeping the wrist flexed, have the 
client pronate their forearm to rotate the 
hand toward their pinky. 

3) Have the client now flex their wrist to 
pull the fingers and hand up toward their 
forearm.

5) Lastly, have the client extend their wrist to 
return the hand and fingers to the starting 
position. 



6) Have the client link those steps together 
and turn the drill into one continuous 
movement, letting the pinky lead the Figure 
8s this time. 

7) Re-assess the client’s strength or flexibility. 

Median Nerve Neuromechanic
The median nerve is one of the primary nerves for 
the thumb, index finger, middle finger, and wrist 
flexors. For this exercise, we will be adding tension 
to the nerve to activate it. This tension may create 
some tingling on the palmar side of the fingers 
I mentioned, but the intensity of the electrical 
feeling should not be greater than a 3 on a scale 
from 1 to 10.  

1) As always, start with an assessment of your 
client’s mobility, flexibility, strength, balance, 
etc. 

2) Have the client pick either their left or 
right arm and then extend it down by their 
side with the elbow straight. Have the client 
extend and separate their fingers and extend 
the wrist to pull the back of the hand toward 
the forearm. 

3) Next, have the client externally rotate the 
shoulder to turn the arm out and abduct the 
arm by slowly lifting it away from the body. 
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4) Have the client depress the scapula to 
bring the shoulder down.
  
5) For the last step of the tensioning 
sequence,  have them tilt their head away 
from their arm.  

6) Once the nerve has been tensioned, have 
the client start doing small Finger Circles with 
the index finger and then the middle finger. 

7) Relax and re-assess. 

That exercise was designed to increase nerve 
tension, but if you’d rather decrease the 
tension in a nerve, you can simply have your 
client do all the opposite movements instead. 

To slack the median nerve instead of 
tensioning it, have the client flex the fingers 
to make a fist, flex the wrist and the elbow, 
internally rotate the shoulder, adduct the 
arm, elevate the shoulder blade, and tilt the 
head toward the arm they’re working. 

Have the client stay in this position for a few 
seconds while they take a deep breath. Relax 
and re-assess. 

Ulnar Nerve Neuromechanic
The ulnar nerve is responsible for the other 
fingers in your hand: the ring finger and pinky 
finger.
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1) Have the client stand with their arm up 
in front of them, wrist extended and elbow 
flexed.

2) Have the client flex the shoulder to raise 
the arm farther and then horizontally abduct 
the arm to bring it out to the side.

3) Finally, have the client depress the shoulder 
blade to bring it down and have them tilt their 
head away from the arm their working on. 

4) Once they are in this tensioned position, 
have them perform small Finger Circles with 
their pinky and ring finger. 

5) Relax and re-assess.

These are just a few of the exercises we use to 
improve the proprioceptive system. There are 
hundreds of exercises you can choose from, 
but the key with any of them is to ensure 
that your clients are performing high quality 
repetitions while regularly re-assessing to 
maximize the benefits.



This series is called “Neurofundamentals” 
for a reason — this is just the beginning. 
There is so much more to learn about the 
brain. Even after two decades of research, I 
continue to make new discoveries about the 
brain-body connection every day. 

But if there’s one thing you walk away with 
after reading this book, I hope it’s that 
neurology is not only accessible, but vital to 
understanding movement. A body output-
centered approach to movement, while 
useful, can also be very limiting. Until you 
approach movement with a brain-based 
mindset, the root problems and obstacles 
holding your clients back may go unresolved.

We believe that bringing the brain into the mo-
vement sciences is critical for the evolution of 
practitioners around the world and for allowing 
us to create a more advanced training and 
rehabilitative framework designed to help every 
client who entrusts us with their care.

CHAPTER 8

Conclusion
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Brains Are Cool Aren’t They?
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What’s Next
This book has only scratched the surface 
of neurology and the Z-Health approach to 
movement and physical therapy. If you’re 
ready to dive in and learn more, we offer a 
variety of courses and materials to help you 
explore further.
 

Recommended Reading

“The Brain That Changes Itself” 
Author: Dr. Norman Doidge 

This is a fantastic book filled with both scientific 
information and anecdotes regarding the brain’s 
remarkable ability to change.

“Anatomy of Breathing”
Author: Blandine Calais-Germain 

This is one of our very favorite books because 
it features fantastic illustrations to help deepen 
your understanding of the dynamics of human 
respiration. While not an academic text, it is 
filled with practical, experiential exercises. Try 
them – you will love them!

“The OPTIMAL Theory of Motor Learning” 
Authors: Drs. Gabriele Wulf and Rebecca Lewthwaite 

This is a fantastic overview of how to optimize 
the motor learning process.

“Play: How It Shapes the Brain” 
Author: Stuart Brown, M.D. 

This book serves as a great introduction into 
the concept of how play shapes the brain and 
the importance of play and novelty in driving 
neural plasticity. 

“Gamespeed: Movement Training for 
Superior Sports Performance” 
Author: Ian Jeffreys 

This book is an excellent primer on the speed 
requirements of different sports and some of 
the critical mechanical elements involved in 
building and enhancing athletic movement.

“Strength Training and Coordination: An 
Integrative Approach” 
Author: Frans Bosch 

In our opinion, this is the best book available 
for learning how current concepts from motor 
learning research and neuroscience blend 
together with modern strength programming.

Because it is fairly complex, we recommend 
that you take it slowly and think though the 
ramifications of each chapter.

“Neuroscience: Fundamentals for 
Rehabilitation” 
Author: Laurie Lundy-Ekman 

If you are a health and fitness professional, 
this book belongs on your desk. It offers a 
tremendous foundation for understanding 
and incorporating neuroscience into your work 
with clients and athletes.

“See To Play: The Eyes of Elite Athletes” 
Author: Dr. Michael Peters 

If you are new to vision training concepts, 
there is no better place to begin than with this 
book by Dr. Peters. While it is written simply, 
it provides an excellent introduction to help 
you bring vision training into your work.
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“Pain Neuroscience Education” 
Authors: Louw, Puentedura, Schmidt and Zimney 

Modern pain neuroscience is a critical com-
ponent of the Z-Health system, and this book is 
the most easily accessible and understandable 
introduction to the topic currently available.

“Explain Pain, Supercharged” 
Authors: Moseley and Butler 

If you are ready to truly dig into modern 
pain neuroscience, this book takes a much 
deeper dive into this fascinating topic. We 
recommend you tackle it after going through 
Pain Neuroscience Education.

“Just Listen: Discover the Secret to Getting 
Through to Absolutely Anyone” 
Author: Mark Goulsten 

We believe that job #1 for health and 
fitness professionals is behavior change. 
As such, mastering the art of coaching and 
communication is vital. While this book is not 
long on hard research, it offers a fantastic and 
easy to understand foundation for building 
and maintaining rapport with anyone.

“Interoception: How I Feel” 
Author: Cara Koscinski, MOT, OTR/L
Published in 2018, this great book discusses 
emerging research on interoception and 
the profound ramifications of interoceptive 
dysfunction. It is simply written and aimed at 
non-professionals, but the explanations and 
exercises provide a terrific introduction to 
the interoceptive system. 
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